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Abstract. The appeals process -- the process whereby a litigant disappointed with the decision of a first-order tribunal can seek reconsideration before a higher tribunal -- is a widely observed feature of adjudication both within formal legal systems and without (in places of employment, religious bodies, commercial trade associations, and the like).

What rationale can be offered for incorporation of an appeals process in a system of adjudication? This question is, of course, a fundamental intellectual one about the design of adjudication, and it also has potential practical importance in view of the magnitude of the resources that society devotes to the appeals process. In answering the question, one must explain, among other things, why society (or an organization) may find the appeals process superior to the alternative of enhancing the quality of the trial process. Second, one must say why, if society does decide to employ a tribunal that supercedes the trial courts, it should wish to grant to disappointed litigants the right to instigate action by the higher tribunal -- rather than, say, to permit the higher tribunal to reconsider trial outcomes on its own initiative or on a random basis.

The social justification for the appeals process investigated here concerns correction of error. The kernel of the argument is that if litigants possess information about the occurrence of error and appeals courts can frequently verify it, then litigants may be led to bring appeals when errors are likely to have been made but not otherwise. (This may require imposing fees for the bringing of appeals, so as to discourage appeal when cases were likely to have been correctly decided.) Under these circumstances, not only may the appeals process result in error correction, it may also do so cheaply, for the legal system will be burdened with reconsidering only the subset of cases in which errors were more probably made. This may render the appeals process economical by comparison to improving the accuracy of the trial process -- an approach that, by its nature, would require extra expenditure in every case. The appeals process, in other words, may allow society to harness information that litigants have about erroneous decisions and thereby to reduce the incidence of mistake at low cost.

The article discusses other justifications for the appeals process, including lawmaker.
The Appeals Process

As a Means of Error Correction

Steven Shavell

The appeals process -- the process whereby a litigant disappointed with the decision of a first-order tribunal can seek reconsideration before a higher tribunal -- is a widely observed feature of adjudication. In virtually all legal systems today, there exists a fairly general right of appeal of trial court decisions.1 Outside the domain of the courts, moreover, we see frequent use of appeals. Administrative agencies commonly utilize appeals mechanisms, as do, often, employers, religious bodies, commercial trade associations, professional sports leagues, and many other organizations.2

---

1Harvard Law School. I wish to thank, among others, Jennifer Arlen, Lisa Bernstein, Howard Chang, Einer Elhauge, Louis Kaplow, Richard Posner, and Eric Rasmusen for comments, Kerry Corrigan, David Feinberg, Anita Krug, and John McDonald for research assistance, and the Harvard Law School Program in Law and Economics, which is supported by a grant from the John M. Olin Foundation, for research aid.

1In their authoritative monograph on appeal, Herzog and Karlen (1982) state, at p. 69, that "All developed legal systems recognize various forms of attack on judicial decisions...." See also the collection of chapters on civil appeals worldwide in Platto (1992). Under Islamic law, however, the use of appeals appears to be sharply limited; see Shapiro (1981) at pp. 194-222.

2With regard to appeals in administrative agencies, see Mashaw et al (1978), Mashaw (1983), and Koch and Koplow (1990) on the Social Security Administration; see Mertens (1994), at §§498.45-.51, on the Internal Revenue Service; see Wildes (1991) on the Immigration and Naturalization Service; and see Farley (1991) and Stichman (1992) on the Veterans Administration. Also, see Martens and MacMahon (1992), at pp. 171-173, on appeals in administrative agencies in a civil law country, Germany.

With respect to appeals mechanisms established by employers, see for example ch. 2 of Scott (1965). For a description of the appeals process in religious bodies, see for instance ch. 19 of Harmon (1962) on the Methodist Church; Thompson (1977), at pp. 179-180, on the Presbyterian Church; and Coriden, Green, and Heintschel (1985), at pp.1000-1002, on the Catholic Church. For instances of appeals mechanisms in trade associations, see, for example, Cocoa Merchants Association (1993), Council of Better Business Bureaus (1993), or National Institute of Oilseed Products (1993). On appeal in sports organizations, see for example, Remington (1994) on the National Collegiate
What rationale can be offered for incorporation of an appeals process in a system of adjudication? This question is, of course, a fundamental intellectual one about the design of adjudication, and it also has potential practical importance in view of the magnitude of the resources that society devotes to the appeals process. In answering the question, one must explain, among other things, why society (or an organization) may find the appeals process superior to the alternative of enhancing the quality of the trial process. Society enjoys the option, after all, of investing in more skilled trial court judges, of increasing the number of judges who hear each case, of lengthening trial proceedings to allow for more evidence and argument to be considered, and the like. Second, one must say why, if society does decide to employ a tribunal that supercedes the trial courts, it should wish to grant to disappointed litigants the right to instigate action by the higher tribunal -- rather than, say, to permit the higher tribunal to reconsider

Athletic Association; Weiler and Roberts (1993), at p. 667, on the Ladies' Professional Golf Association and, at pp. 669-670, on the Men's International Professional Tennis Council.

An indication of the cost of the appeals process is the frequency of appeal. In our federal system, about 16% of cases were appealed in 1992; this was the ratio of appeals filed to civil and criminal cases terminated between March, 1992 and March, 1993, as reported in Federal Judicial Workload Statistics (1993), at pp. 10, 19, 34. Illustrative statistics for other countries are these: In France, approximately 42% of cases brought before the major courts (tribunaux de grande instance) were appealed in 1990; see Byrd and Barbier (1992), at p. 163. In Germany, about 16% of cases brought before the regional courts (Landgerichte) were appealed in 1991; see Statistisches Jahrbuch (1993). In Japan, the likelihood of appeal was about 10% from district courts in 1989; see Fuchibe (1992), at pp. 43, 44. These figures do not reflect the possibility that a party may reach a settlement in lieu of carrying forward with an appeal; the cost of coming to such settlements represents a hidden expense of the appeals system.
trial outcomes on its own initiative or on a random basis.

The social justification for the appeals process to be investigated here concerns correction of error.\textsuperscript{4} This is not to deny the importance of other possible purposes of the appeals process, notably, of lawmaking,\textsuperscript{5} and these will be mentioned later, but it will be clarifying to restrict attention to the goal of error correction in the principal part of the analysis to follow.

The kernel of the argument to be developed is that if litigants possess information about the occurrence of error and appeals courts can frequently verify it, then litigants may be led to bring appeals when errors are likely to have been made but not otherwise. (This may require imposing fees for bringing appeals, so as to discourage appeal when decisions were likely to have been correct.) Under these circumstances, not only may the appeals process result in error correction, it may also do so cheaply, for the legal system will be burdened with reconsidering only the subset of cases in which errors were more probably made. This may render investment in the appeals process economical by comparison to improving the accuracy of the trial process -- an

\textsuperscript{4}After I analyse a model of adjudication (to be noted), I will briefly discuss the notion of error and we will see that the qualitative nature of the conclusions does not depend for the most part on the particular assumptions that are made about the clarity of errors or about their subject matter (in the formal model, errors can be interpreted equally as concerning facts or as concerning law). Nevertheless, the reader may find it convenient in considering the analysis to keep in mind examples of fairly clear types of error, such as mistaken applications of reasonably well articulated legal rules.

\textsuperscript{5}In point of fact, lawmaking can be conceived as a type of error correction, and it will be fruitful to examine this view below; see Section 5.
approach that, by its nature, would require extra expenditure in every case. The appeals process, in other words, may allow society to harness information that litigants have about erroneous decisions and thereby to reduce the incidence of mistake at low cost.

To make these ideas precise, a simple, stylized model of adjudication is considered informally in Section 1, and a series of extensions of the basic model is discussed in Section 2. These extensions allow, among other elements, for a comparison of the appeals process with random reconsideration of trial court decisions by higher courts; for the imperfect ability of litigants to detect trial court error; for multiple levels of appeal; for the appeals process to improve the performance of trial court judges because of their desire to avoid reversal; for settlement between litigants before appeal; for various kinds of heterogeneity among litigants; and for the appeals court to make use of inferences from the fact that an appeal was brought. In Sections 3 and 4, the basic model and its extensions are studied formally.6

---

6The contribution made by the analysis of the model is twofold. First, it supplies us with a precise account, in the world of a model, of the manner in which the appeals process can correct error. Second, the analysis poses and answers the question of the social rationale for the appeals process as a means of error correction. Previous writing on appeals takes it largely for granted that the appeals process may sometimes serve the error correction goal, and the writing tends to presume, not to inquire into, the social desirability of the appeals process. See, for example, Carrington, Meador, and Rosenberg (1976), at pp. 2-4; Herzog and Karlen (1982), at pp. 4-5; Leflar (1976), at pp. 1-12; and Pound (1941), at pp. 3-6. Occasionally, however, one does see skeptical questions raised about the rationale of the appeals process; see, for instance, Dalton (1985) at pp. 73-86, Resnik (1984) at p. 855, Tullock (1987) at pp. 202-204, and Wilner (1968) at p. 418. The law and economics literature does not include any articles on appeals, to my knowledge, but Posner's (1992) text, at pp. 584-587, contains a
In Section 5, the assumptions and the analysis of the model are interpreted. Here the topics addressed include the conception of error, why it is that error may not be corrected at trial, whether statistics on reversal provide good evidence about error correction, the consistency of the scope of appeal with the theory of error correction, lawmaking versus error correction, and the major exception to the use of the appeals process -- binding arbitration.

Finally, in Section 6, the conclusion of the article, purposes of appeal apart from error correction are reviewed.

1. The Basic Model: Informal Analysis

Let us begin by considering a stylized model that (a) allows litigants to recognize when error occurs at trial; (b) permits the state to choose whether or not to establish an appeals court; (c) recognizes that the costs and accuracy of adjudication at both the trial court level and the appeals court level are to a degree subject to state control. As is always the case with theoretical models, the reader is asked here to suspend his or her reservations about its simplicity. The purpose of the exercise of analysing a model is to gain a certain species of insight; one’s understanding of a model can be rounded out by considering, as we will, extensions to it and issues going beyond it.

In the model, risk neutral litigants are presumed to go to

section on the subject (emphasizing the question whether appeals should be allowed during the course of a trial or only when it is complete).
trial, the outcomes of which are either correct or are incorrect. Incorrect outcomes result in social harm. For our purposes, it is not necessary to stipulate what constitutes the social harm, notably, whether it is due to undesirable incentive effects, or to wrongfully punishing the innocent or failing to punish the guilty.

The state chooses the level of legal resources to devote to trial courts. As was suggested, by investing greater resources in trial court adjudication, such as by hiring judges of higher calibre or by lengthening the time available for consideration of cases, the state can raise the likelihood of correct outcomes.\(^7\)

The state also chooses whether or not to establish appeals courts. As with trial courts, the state can raise the accuracy of appeals court decisions by committing greater resources to these courts. The accuracy of the appeals courts is described by the probability of reversal given trial court error and the probability of reversal given correct trial court decisions.\(^8\) Greater accuracy corresponds to higher levels of the former reversal probability and lower levels of the latter. For convenience, we will restrict attention to situations where investment in appeals court accuracy is sufficient to make the reversal probability given error exceed that given correct

\(^7\)The state controls not only the legal resources that it spends on trial, but also, to a substantial extent, the resources that litigants expend; it controls the latter through its choice of evidentiary and procedural rules (concerning, for example, discovery).

\(^8\)We do not distinguish in the model between different types of reversal, such as that resulting in remand to trial courts versus that resulting in altered final outcomes.
decisions.\textsuperscript{9}

If the state does elect to establish appeals courts, a disappointed litigant may bring an appeal if he chooses. Litigants are assumed to know for certain whether a trial court decision is correct or incorrect. (As indicated in the introduction, this assumption will later be relaxed; see Section 2D.) To bring an appeal, the litigant must pay his private legal costs. In addition, the litigant may have to pay a fee, or possibly will receive a subsidy. Thus, the total cost to a litigant for bringing an appeal is his private cost plus a potential fee or minus a subsidy. (The case where the state does not employ fees or subsidies, or only imperfectly, will also be discussed later; see Sections 2B and 2H.)

The state's objective is minimization of total social costs: the sum of the social costs of adjudication -- the costs of trial together with the expected costs of appeal, if appeals are allowed\textsuperscript{10} -- plus the social harm from erroneous decisions.

Consider first the best that the state can do if it does not allow appeals. In this situation, the state's problem is just to select the level of trial court accuracy so as to minimize trial costs plus expected harm from error. The optimal level of accuracy will be dictated by the effectiveness of legal resources

\textsuperscript{9}It is readily demonstrated that if this is not true, the appeals process would not be worthwhile using.

\textsuperscript{10}These social costs of adjudication should be understood to include the time lost and the expenses for legal services incurred by litigants, as well as the expense of operating the judicial system borne by the public.
in promoting accuracy and by the magnitude of harm from error. (It may be observed that, in a formal sense, the state's problem is identical to that of choosing the optimal level of precautions in the usual model of accidents; the level of precautions to prevent accidents in that model corresponds here to the level of investment in the accuracy of trial courts to prevent errors.)

Now suppose that the state establishes an appeals court and, provisionally, take its accuracy as a given. A disappointed litigant's expected gross return from an appeal will be higher if an error occurred than if it did not, because the reversal probability is greater under the former circumstance than under the latter. For example, if the reversal probability following a mistake is 80% but is only 30% following a correct decision, then if a litigant's gain from reversal would be $100,000, the expected gross return from an appeal would be $80,000 after a mistake but only $30,000 otherwise.

Accordingly, there may be separation of disappointed litigants, wherein those who are the victims of error find it worthwhile to bring appeals and those who are not do not find it worthwhile to bring appeals. There will be separation if the private cost of an appeal is less than the expected return given mistake but exceeds the expected return given correct decisions. In the example just mentioned, there will be separation if the cost of an appeal is, say, $50,000, as this is less than $80,000, meaning that there will be appeals after mistakes, but it exceeds $30,000, meaning that there will not be appeals after correct
decisions.

If separation of disappointed litigants would not occur naturally due to the private costs of appeal, the state can ensure that separation occurs by selecting an appropriate fee or subsidy. If appeals would be made even after correct decisions, because the private cost of an appeal is lower than the expected return, the state can impose a fee to achieve separation. Appeals would be made in the example even after correct decisions if the private cost of an appeal were $10,000, for this is less than the $30,000 expected return from an appeal. Hence, if a fee of, for instance, $40,000 were imposed, the total cost of making an appeal would become $50,000, and appeals after correct decisions would be discouraged (but appeals after mistakes would still be brought, as the net return from them would be positive, $40,000).

Conversely, if appeals would not be made even after mistakes, because the private cost of an appeal is higher than the expected return from appeal, the state can grant a subsidy to induce separation. In the example, appeals would not be made after mistakes if the private cost of an appeal were $100,000 because this exceeds $80,000. If, however, a subsidy of, say, $50,000 were employed, appeals would be made after mistakes (but not after correct decisions).

---

"It will be clear that the state could also ensure separation of disappointed litigants by selecting an appropriate penalty for losing an appeal or an extra reward for winning an appeal. The use of penalties for losing in (trial court) litigation in order to separate parties according to their chances of prevailing is studied in Polinsky and Rubinfeld (1993)."
Note that for the state to choose a fee or subsidy to achieve separation of disappointed litigants, it needs to know what the relevant parameters are, namely, the private cost of appeal and the reversal probabilities.

It is clear that the state would want to achieve separation when it has an appeals process. On one hand, if litigants never bring appeals, the appeals process can hardly do good. On the other, if litigants bring appeals even when correct decisions are made, society incurs needless costs in the appeals process and also, to its detriment, finds that a certain number of these decisions are reversed.

Knowing that separation of disappointed litigants is desirable and that the state can, if need be, accomplish separation through an appropriate fee or subsidy scheme, we can easily determine whether the appeals process will be socially helpful. If the appeals process is not used, then when an error is made, the associated social harm will definitely be suffered. But if the appeals process is utilized, an error will result in an appeal, so that the social costs incurred will instead be those of the appeal and the expected harm due to the possible failure to reverse error. It follows that the appeals process will be desirable if the social harm from certain error exceeds the social cost of an appeal plus the expected harm from failure to reverse error, that is, the probability of failing to reverse
error multiplied by the harm from error. If the social harm from error is $500,000, the social costs of an appeal are $150,000, and the probability of reversal of error is 80%, then the appeals process will be advantageous because it will reduce the certain harm from error of $500,000 to $150,000 + 20% \times $500,000 or $250,000. In general, the appeals process is more likely to be socially desirable the lower the cost of the appeals process, the greater the chance of reversing error, and the greater the social harm from error. In particular, and other things being equal, the appeals process will be desirable if the social harm exceeds a threshold and will not be desirable if the harm lies below the threshold.

To this point, we have taken the cost and accuracy of the appeals process as given, as well as those of the trial process, but as the reader knows, these are variable. What can be said about their optimal choice? With regard to the appeals process, it is socially desirable to invest in accuracy as long as the increase in costs is outweighed by the increase in the expected gain, that is, the increase in the probability of reversal of error multiplied by the social harm from error.

With regard to the trial process, it is socially advantageous to invest in accuracy as long as the increase in costs is less than the increase in the expected gain from a lower

12More precisely, the appeals process is desirable if there exists some level of investment in, and associated accuracy of, the appeals process such that its cost plus the expected harm from failing to reverse error is less than the harm from error. In our present discussion, we have been treating the cost of the appeals process and its accuracy as fixed.
probability of error. But the social harm from error at trial, it should be emphasized, is less than the harm flowing from a sure error; the social harm from error at trial is instead measured by what follows trial court error, namely, the cost of the appeals process plus the expected harm from failure to reverse error. This amount is less than the sure harm from error. Hence, the optimal investment in, and accuracy of, the trial process is less than it would be if there were is no appeals process and no opportunity to correct errors.

Let us summarize our conclusions about the basic model. (a) The appeals process is socially useful when there is a level of investment in the appeals process such that the cost of an appeal plus the expected harm from failing to reverse error is less than the certain harm from error, which is what would be suffered in the absence of the appeals process. (b) When the appeals process is optimally employed, disappointed litigants who were the victims of error bring appeals, and those who were not do not bring appeals; this separation may come about automatically, but if not, it can be induced through the use of fees or subsidies. (c) The optimal accuracy of the trial court is lower when the appeals process is utilized than when trial courts alone are relied upon and there is no second chance to correct errors.

Before proceeding to consideration of extensions to the basic model, an aspect of the optimality of the appeals process that was not necessary to make explicit in our discussion so far is important to mention: that increasing the accuracy of trial
courts is not a general substitute for use of the appeals process. There are two explanations of this point. First, no matter how accurate trial courts are, it is still desirable to correct the errors that do occur at trial, and this is what is accomplished by the appeals process; increasing trial court accuracy reduces the frequency with which the appeals process is needed but not its desirability when errors are made.\textsuperscript{13} Second, and as mentioned in the introduction, investing an additional dollar in trial court accuracy to reduce errors means that the dollar cost is incurred in every case, whereas investing a dollar in the appeals process means that the dollar cost is incurred only with the probability that an error is made. This implies that there is an underlying advantage to investment in accuracy in the appeals process rather than in the trial process.\textsuperscript{14}

2. Extensions to the Basic Model: Informal Analysis

We now examine a variety of ways in which the model just analysed can be extended. We will consider these extensions singly for simplicity, although we will make occasional comments

\textsuperscript{13}Indeed, the condition under which the appeals process is desirable and its optimal character are independent of the nature of the trial process. (This is evident from equations (7) and (8) of Section 3.)

\textsuperscript{14}For example, suppose that, presently, the probability of error at trial is 30\% and that it can be reduced by 5\% through an additional expenditure of $10,000 per trial. Alternatively, suppose that the probability of error could be reduced by 5\% during appeal by spending $10,000 to increase the reversal probability given error. The expected cost of this alternative would be only 30\% x $10,000 or $3,000, for the frequency of appeal would be 30\%. Of course, if the expenditure of the $10,000 during trial were sufficiently more effective in reducing error relative to that during the appeals process (say if the expenditure at trial reduced error by much more than 5\% and the expenditure during appeals reduced error by much less than 5\%), it would be worthwhile making the expenditure during trial, which is, in a sense, why optimal expenditures on the trial process are positive.
A. Random Selection of Cases by a Higher Tribunal. It is instructive to compare random selection of cases for inspection by a higher tribunal to the appeals process. Random selection is inferior to the appeals process of the basic model for two reasons. First, cases erroneously decided at trial will be selected for inspection only by chance, whereas they all would be appealed and possibly corrected under the appeals process. Second, a fraction of the cases that are correctly decided at trial will be selected for inspection; this wastes resources and also sometimes results in reversals, introducing error. By contrast, under the appeals process, correctly decided cases would not be appealed. The problems with random selection arise because it does not take advantage of the knowledge that litigants possess about the occurrence of error at trial.

B. Absence of Fees or Subsidies. If for some reason it is assumed that the state does not employ fees or subsidies to accomplish separation of disappointed litigants, the social value of the appeals process tends to be diminished but may well still be positive. In the basic model, recall, the absence of fees and subsidies either has no effect on separation and the utility of the appeals process -- when the private costs of appeal alone naturally induce separation -- or else the absence of fees and subsidies has an extreme effect on the utility of the

---

15In fact use of state-imposed fees for the purpose of separating disappointed litigants is limited; see Section 5.
appeals process -- when the private costs of appeal are low enough that everyone appeals or high enough that no one does. However, in extensions of the basic model allowing for heterogeneity (see Section 2H below) in, among other elements, the cost of bringing appeals, although the absence of fees or subsidies will generally be disadvantageous, it will not result in everyone bringing appeals (there will be some individuals for whom private costs exceeded the expected return from appeal), nor will it result in no one bringing appeals (there will be some individuals for whom private costs fall below the expected return from appeal).

C. Multiple Levels of Appeal. The basic model can be extended in a straightforward manner, whereby the state chooses the number of levels of appeal, the resources and accuracy of the process at each level, and fees or subsidies at different levels. The conclusions about this extended model are natural generalizations of those for the basic model. To illustrate, allowing a second level of appeal will be socially desirable if, for some investment in the accuracy of the second level process, the cost of the second level appeal plus the expected harm from failure to reverse error at that level is less than the certain harm that would be incurred if second level appeals were not allowed. Further, if second level appeals are optimal to

---

\[\text{Calculation of the expected harm from failure to reverse an error involves a complication if it is optimal for there to be levels of appeal beyond the second. Namely, the consequence of failure to reverse error at the second level is not that the harm from error will be suffered, but rather that one or more further appeals, with attendant costs and the possibility of error, will be made.}\]
permit, fees or subsidies will be employed if necessary to induce separation of litigants disappointed with the outcome of the initial appeal; that is, litigants will make second level appeals if and only if the first level appeals court failed to reverse trial court error. Similarly, it will be desirable to establish a third level of appeals if, for some investment in accuracy at that level, the cost of a third level of appeal plus the expected harm from failure to reverse is less than the harm from error, and so on for subsequent levels of appeal. Additionally, under certain conditions, the optimal level of investment in, and the accuracy of, appeals courts increases with their level. This reflects the point that the higher the level of appeal, the fewer the number of opportunities that remain to correct error, so the more valuable is accuracy.

It may be asked how the possible optimality of many levels of appeal can be related to the common intuition that only a single level of appeal is appropriate for purposes of error correction. The intuition may be based on the assumption that if the first level appeals court was not able to see error, it is quite unlikely that a second level appeals court could ascertain error, because it would not enjoy knowledge or be able to employ techniques that were unavailable to the first level appeals court. This assumption means that the probability of failure to reverse error at the second level of appeal is high, and thus tends to make satisfaction of the condition for optimality of
second level appeals less likely.  

D. Imperfect Litigant Information about Error. Whereas in the basic model, it was assumed that litigants could detect trial court error with certainty, litigants may instead have only imperfect, probabilistic information about the occurrence of error. This, however, does not alter the qualitative nature of our conclusions; the main features of the analysis carry over in a straightforward way. In particular, if there is an appeals process, litigants will bring appeals, or be led to do so, if and only if they believe that the likelihood is high that errors occurred, rather than if and only if they know that errors occurred. The social value of the appeals process, though, will be reduced, and for two reasons: some trial court errors will not seem to be such and will not result in appeals, and some correct trial court decisions will be viewed as probable errors and will be appealed and possibly reversed. The problems, in other words, will be similar to those applying when there is random testing of trial court decisions by a higher tribunal. Indeed, when litigants have no information about the occurrence of error, the appeals process devolves into one essentially identical to random testing.

E. Litigant Prediction of Appeals Court Outcomes versus

---

The common intuition against the wisdom of multiple levels of appeal for the purpose of error correction may also be rooted in a perception that when higher level appeals are permitted, there will be a large number of them brought. But this, of course, need not be true; in an optimally functioning system, higher level appeals are brought if and only if no previous appeals court corrected trial court error.
Knowledge of Trial Court Error. A possibility not yet discussed is that a litigant may be able to predict whether an appeals court will reverse the trial court decision, as opposed to whether the trial court erred. For example, a litigant may know from past experience or other evidence how the appeals court is likely to reason.

When litigants can predict what appeals courts will do, the appeals system may become either less valuable or more valuable than it is in the basic model, because of two competing effects. First, when a correct trial court decision is made but would be reversed by the appeals court, a disappointed litigant who can predict that outcome will bring an appeal. This is undesirable both because of the expense of the appeal and because it means a correct decision will be reversed. By contrast, in the basic model when litigants know when errors are made but cannot directly predict appeals court behavior, litigants will not bring appeals when trial court decisions are correct. Second, when trial court errors are made but would not be reversed, litigants who can predict appeals court behavior will not bring appeals, achieving a saving over the situation in the basic model, where litigants would bring appeals. Either of the two effects could be the more important in principle.

F. Judges' Incentives to Avoid Reversal. The likelihood of error at trial was presumed in the basic model to depend only on the resources devoted by the state to the trial process, whereas judges' efforts also influence the chance of error at trial. If
we take this factor into account, we can see that the appeals process may lead indirectly to an increase in trial court accuracy. Specifically, judges may fear reversal because it may result in harm to their reputation, their salaries, or the likelihood of their promotion. If for such reasons judges want to avoid reversal, the appeals process may spur judges to expend effort toward greater accuracy at trial. More precisely, this tendency should exist to the extent that the appeals process fosters error correction, by channelling erroneously decided but not correctly decided cases to the appeals court. If this is not so, if litigants are unable to identify trial court error, then random selection of cases for reconsideration by a higher court would provide judges just as good a stimulus toward accuracy at trial as the appeals process. Thus, provision of incentives to judges to decide cases better cannot be said to be a raison d'être of the appeals process; it is instead a function of the appeals process that stands on the shoulders of error correction.

G. Settlement before Appeal. We presumed in the basic model that a litigant who brought an appeal would proceed with it. But if the parties recognize when errors occur and agree on the probability of reversal, they should prefer settlement to appeal in order to avoid the costs of the latter process.  

---


19Of course, for a variety of reasons, the parties may not settle even if they agree on the probability of reversal. Among these reasons are that the parties may have different opinions about the magnitude of damages, or one side may wrongly believe the other will not go through with an appeal (perhaps because it overestimates the expense of so doing). In addition, the parties may not
How does the possibility of settlement affect our analysis and conclusions? First, it should be noted that for disappointed litigants to be able to extract settlements if and only if trial court errors were made, disappointed litigants should have a credible threat to bring appeals if and only if errors were made. Thus, it may be necessary for the state to set fees or subsidies as described in the basic model to separate disappointed litigants who suffered from error from those who did not.

Second, because the costs of settlement are lower than the costs of the appeals process, the social utility of the appeals process and the circumstances under which it is worthwhile establishing should be enhanced, other things being equal.

But third, are other things equal? When an error is made and, rather than being appealed and possibly reversed, it leads to a settlement, is the social harm from error mitigated? The answer is yes when the social harm from error is alleviated to the extent that only truly liable parties have to make payments, for amounts paid in settlement should reflect the expected liability from appeal. The answer is problematic, however, when the social harm from error will be alleviated only through correction of which the public is aware. In this event, settlement, or at least settlement which the parties are allowed to keep private, may not substantially avert the harm flowing

agree on the probability of reversal, or may not be given a truthful assessment of it by their lawyers, who may have a financial interest in proceeding to appeal.
from the trial court error.\textsuperscript{20}

In sum, the savings due to settlement before appeal tends to increase the social desirability of the appeals process, and settlements tend to ameliorate the social harm from error, but how so is a somewhat complicated matter. Hence, it appears that the possibility of settlement alters the quantitative but not the qualitative significance of the appeals process.

H. Heterogeneity Among Litigants. To this point, we have not discussed the implications of heterogeneity among litigants regarding, among other elements, the costs they face in bringing appeals, their willingness to bear risk, or their perceptions of the likelihood of trial court error or of obtaining reversals. Such heterogeneity means that the decisions of litigants whether to bring appeals will depend on factors different from the actual occurrence of errors at trial and thus will generally reduce the value of the appeals process. Consider, for example, variability in the costs of bringing an appeal, assuming that any fees or subsidies cannot be individualized (because it would be difficult or expensive for the state to determine a particular person's costs of bringing an appeal and tailor the fee or subsidy to these costs). Then separation of disappointed litigants will be imperfect: some of those who bring appeals will do so because they face relatively low litigation costs, not because they are the victims of error; and some of those who do not bring appeals

\textsuperscript{20}Parties are often able to keep settlement terms private, and even to erase all record of their prior litigation. This is described, and its social wisdom questioned, in Fisch (1991).
will be discouraged by their relatively high litigation costs, even though they are the victims of error. Individuals in the former group waste judicial resources by bringing appeals and may obtain reversals of correct decisions; and those in the latter group also reduce the social value of the appeals process because they do not allow it the opportunity to correct error. Other types of heterogeneity similarly reduce the social value of the appeals process.

I. Inference from the Fact an Appeal is Brought. What would be the result were appeals courts to draw inferences from the fact that litigants bring appeals? Would this be a good thing?

In the basic model, because litigants bring appeals if and only if errors are made at trial, an appeals court can infer that everyone who comes before it ought to obtain a reversal. But we implicitly assumed that appeals courts do not use this knowledge; rather, they use whatever are their usual rules of decision, and they fail to reverse with some positive frequency.

Yet if appeals courts were to reverse all decisions, on the basis of their inference that all appellants are the victims of error, then disappointed litigants who are not the victims of error clearly would have an incentive to bring appeals, for they could obtain sure reversals. Thus, the separation of disappointed litigants would unravel, and the utility of the appeals process in error correction would be diminished. This suggests what can be demonstrated more generally, that it is socially desirable for the appeals court not to use inferences
from the fact that appeals are brought in its decisionmaking.

How can the appeals court refrain from using its inferential knowledge? It can follow legal procedures which prevent that.\textsuperscript{21} Restricting evidence considered on appeal to the trial record would meet this criterion.

3. The Basic Model: Formal Analysis

The assumptions are as stated in Section 1. Risk neutral litigants go to trial and that there are two possible judicial outcomes: a correct outcome and an incorrect one. The likelihoods of error at trial or on appeal depend on expenditures chosen by the state, and errors result in social harm. Specifically, define the following.

\[ x = \text{expenditures per trial}; \ x \geq 0; \]
\[ p(x) = \text{probability of error at trial}; \ 0 < p(x) < 1; \]
\[ p'(x) < 0; \ p''(x) > 0; \]
\[ y = \text{expenditures per appeal}; \ y \geq \bar{y} > 0; \]
\[ q(y) = \text{probability that an error at trial is reversed if} \]
\[ \text{there is an appeal}; \ 0 < q(y) < 1; \ q'(y) > 0; \]
\[ q''(y) < 0; \]
\[ r(y) = \text{probability that a correct decision at trial is} \]
\[ \text{reversed if there is an appeal}; \ 0 < r(y) < 1; \]
\[ r'(y) < 0; \ r''(y) > 0; \]

\textsuperscript{21}In fact, it appears that it would be regarded as unseemly, or incorrect, for an appeals court decision to use inferential knowledge from the fact that an appeal was made. However, there is no doctrine of which I am aware that the forbids this.

\textsuperscript{22}These expenditures (and those on the appeals process) are assumed to incorporate both litigants' costs and the state's.
h = social harm due to an error.\textsuperscript{23}

Assume that once expenditures per appeal exceed a minimal level \( \bar{y} \), trial court mistakes are more likely to be reversed on appeal than correct trial court decisions,

\[(1) \quad q(y) > r(y).\]

Because it will be obvious that the appeals process cannot be desirable if (1) is not satisfied, we will for simplicity restrict attention to \( y > \bar{y} \). Assume in addition that litigants know when errors are made at trial. Finally, assume that the social objective is to minimize total social costs: expenditures on adjudication at trial and for appeals, plus expected harm from error.

Consider first the situation supposing that there is no appeals process. In this case, social costs are

\[(2) \quad x + p(x)h.\]

Denote the optimal \( x \) by \( x^*(h) \). It is readily seen that \( x^*(h) = 0 \) for all \( h \) less than or equal to some threshold,\textsuperscript{24} and that for larger \( h \), \( x^*(h) \) is positive and is determined by

\[(3) \quad p'(x)h = -1,\]

in which case \( x^*(h) \) is increasing in \( h \).\textsuperscript{25}

Now assume that there is an appeals process, that is

\[\text{\textsuperscript{23}As I indicated before, it is not necessary to specify the source of the social harm. Also, it is not necessary to distinguish between the social harm due to errors against plaintiffs and that due to errors against defendants.}\]

\[\text{\textsuperscript{24}The derivative of } (2) \text{ is } 1 + p'(x)h. \text{ If } 1 + p'(0)h > 0, \text{ social costs rise if } x \text{ is increased above } 0. \text{ Thus, the threshold } h \text{ below which } x^*(h) = 0 \text{ is } h = -1/p'(0).}\]

\[\text{\textsuperscript{25}Implicit differentiation of } (3) \text{ with respect to } h \text{ gives } p''(x)x^*(h)h + p'(x) = 0, \text{ so that } x''(h) = -p'(x)/[hp''(x)] > 0.}\]
disappointed litigant would benefit from winning an appeal, that he must spend a positive amount to bring an appeal, and that the state can impose an additional fee or give a subsidy for bringing an appeal. Let

\[ g = \text{gain to a litigant from winning an appeal}; ^{26} \]
\[ a = \text{cost to a litigant of making an appeal}; ^{27} \]
\[ b = \text{state-imposed fee or subsidy (corresponding to a negative b) for making an appeal}. \]

If there is no mistake at trial, a disappointed litigant will not make an appeal if

\[ r(y)g \leq a + b. \quad (4) \]

If there is a mistake at trial, a disappointed litigant will make an appeal if

\[ a + b < q(y)g. \quad (5) \]

Clearly, \( b \) can be chosen so that both (4) and (5) hold if \( r(y)g < q(y)g \), but this is implied by (1). Hence, the state can set \( b \) so that appeals are brought if and only if there is a trial court

---


^{26}The gain from winning an appeal (for the trial court plaintiff or the defendant) will be a change in a finding of liability or in the amount of damages given liability. This gain will generally be different from the social harm due to legal error. For example, the social harm associated with error-related dilution of deterrence in the standard model of accidents will not equal the loss from an accident, even though this would be the gain from winning an appeal about liability. (Suppose, for instance, that there is just one level of care, that it is optimal for injurers to exercise, and that they will do so under strict liability even though there is some chance of erroneously holding an injurer liable for more than the harm he actually caused. Then there is no dilution of deterrence, no social harm, associated with error, but the gain to a defendant from correcting error would be positive, equal to the difference between the perceived harm and the true harm.)

^{27}Recall that this cost is included in \( y \).

^{28}When the cost of an appeal equals the expected gain from it, assume for concreteness that a disappointed litigant will not make an appeal.
To determine the optimal nature of an appeals process, observe first that it cannot be socially desirable for appeals to be brought after a correct decision at trial, for that involves an expenditure $y$ and a risk of reversal on appeal. Hence, if the appeals process is used by the state, the state can and should set $b$ so that disappointed litigants are separated. If that is done, social costs will be

\[ (6) \quad x + p(x)[y + (1 - q(y))h], \]

for $1 - q(y)$ is the probability of mistakenly failing to reverse a trial court error on appeal. Compare (6) with (2), $x + p(x)h$, social costs in the absence of appeals. It follows that a necessary and sufficient condition for the appeals process to be socially desirable is that

\[ (7) \quad \min_{y \geq \bar{y}} y + (1 - q(y))h < h. \]

Equivalently, there must be a $y \geq \bar{y}$ such that $y < q(y)h$, the cost of an appeal must be less than the resulting expected reduction in harm from error. Condition (7) will hold for all $h$ exceeding

---

\[^{29}\]This will not be true if the costs of appeals and gains from winning are heterogeneous, as is discussed in section 4.

\[^{30}\]To prove necessity, note that if the appeals process is socially desirable, there exist some $x'$ and $y'$ such that (6) is less than (2) for any $x$ and in particular for $x'$. But if $x' + p(x')[y' + (1 - q(y'))h] < x' + p(x')h$, we know that $y' + (1 - q(y'))h < h$, which implies (7).

To prove sufficiency, assume that (7) holds for some $y$, say $y'$. Then it is clear that for any $x$, (6) must be less than (2), so in particular this must be true for $x^*$. 
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a positive critical threshold denoted $h^c$.\footnote{That $h^c$ exists and is positive follows from three facts. First, for $h$ sufficiently small, (7) does not hold. (For instance, if $h < \bar{y}$, (7) does not hold.) Second, the derivative of the left side of (7) with respect to $h$ is $1 - q(y) < 1$. Third, for $h$ sufficiently large, (7) does hold. (This is evident because, for example, $\bar{y} < q(\bar{y})h$ if $h$ is sufficiently large.) Note that if it had been assumed that $\bar{y} = 0$, the appeals process might be desirable for any $h$, no matter how small. In particular, if $\bar{y} = 0$ and $q(0) > r(0)$, appeals would always be desirable, for then even if nothing is spent on appeals, litigants can be induced to bring appeals if and only if errors are made at trial; thus $0 + (1 - q(0))h = (1 - q(0))h < h$, so (7) would hold.} If the appeals process is socially desirable, denote the optimal $y$ by $y^*$ or $y^*(h)$. If $y^*$ is an interior solution, it is determined by

$$q'(y)h = 1,$$

and it is easily seen that for all $h$ sufficiently large, $y^*(h)$ will be determined by (8). For such $h$, $y^*(h)$ is increasing in $h$; the greater the social harm due to legal error, the more that ought to be spent making appeals more accurate.\footnote{Implicit differentiation of (8) with respect to $h$ gives $q''(y)y^*(h)h + q'(y) = 0$, so that $y^*(h) = -q'(y)/(hq''(y)) > 0$.}

Notice that $y^*$ is independent of $p(x)$. This makes sense because the optimal appeals process is designed to reduce trial court errors once they are appealed; it therefore does not matter to the optimal investment in the accuracy of the appeals court how frequently trial court errors arise.

Given $y^*$, $x$ is chosen to minimize

$$x + p(x)[y^* + (1 - q(y^*))h].$$

If $x$ is an interior solution, $x$ must satisfy

$$p'(x)[y^* + (1 - q(y^*))h] = -1.$$

Because the term in brackets is less than $h$ (by (7)), the optimal $x$, denoted $x^{**}(h)$, must be less than $x^*(h)$ when $x^*(h)$ is
positive. (The explanation is, as noted earlier, that because the social cost of a trial court error is lower when the appeals process is used, it is not socially worthwhile spending as much to prevent trial court errors.)

The results obtained for the basic model may be summarized as follows.

*Proposition 1.* Assume that litigants know when trial courts err and that the state can, if necessary, set fees or subsidies for making appeals. Then

(a) the appeals process will be socially desirable if and only if (7) holds, that is, for some level of expenditures \( y \) per appeal, \( y \) is less than the resulting expected reduction in harm due to error, \( q(y)h \).

(b) It follows that the appeals process will be socially desirable if and only if \( h \) is larger than a positive threshold \( h^* \).

Furthermore, if the appeals process is socially desirable,

(c) disappointed litigants will be separated: they will bring appeals if and only if trial courts err. Such separation may require the state to set appropriate fees or subsidies for appeals.

(d) Expenditures on appeals will minimize the sum of expenditures on appeals and the expected harm from failing to correct trial court errors.

(e) Expenditures on trial courts will minimize the sum of expenditures on trials and the expected harm from errors, taking
into account that errors will be appealed. Hence, trial court expenditure \( x^*(h) \) (and thus trial court accuracy) will be lower than its level \( x^*(h) \) in the absence of the appeals process (assuming that \( x^*(h) \) is positive).

4. Extensions to the Basic Model: Formal Analysis

A. Random Selection of Cases by a Higher Tribunal. To better appreciate the importance of a central feature of the appeals process -- initiation of higher court reconsideration by disappointed litigants -- it is informative to consider random testing of cases for higher court reconsideration. Suppose that trial court decisions are reconsidered with probability \( \pi \). Then social costs are

\[
(11) \quad x + p(x)\pi[y + (1 - q(y))h] + p(x)(1 - \pi)h \\
+ (1 - p(x))\pi[y + r(y)h].
\]

The second term in (11) is associated with trial court errors that are reconsidered, the third term with trial court errors that are not reconsidered, and the fourth term with correct trial court decisions that are reconsidered. Let us first compare use of trial courts alone to random testing.

**Proposition 2a.** Use of trial courts alone is socially superior to random testing if and only if use of trial courts alone is superior to reconsideration of all trial court decisions.

The natural interpretation of this proposition is that random testing is not socially advantageous: one presumes that any element of adjudication that is worthwhile undertaking in an
expected sense in all cases will already have been incorporated in the trial procedure itself; hence, elements of adjudication involved in reconsiderations of cases are precisely those which are not socially worthwhile undertaking in all cases, and thus, by the proposition, not worthwhile undertaking on a random basis.

The proof of the proposition is motivated by the observation that randomly selecting cases to test is equivalent to restricting attention to this subset of cases and testing all of them. The proof is as follows. Use of trial courts alone is superior to random testing if and only if, for any \( x \) and \( y \),

\[
(12) \quad x^*(h) + p(x^*(h))h < x + p(x)\pi[y + (1 - q(y))h] + p(x)(1 - \pi)h + (1 - p(x))\pi[y + r(y)h].
\]

Use of trial courts alone is superior to reconsideration of all cases if and only if, for any \( x \) and \( y \),

\[
(13) \quad x^*(h) + p(x^*(h))h < x + y + p(x)(1 - q(y))h + (1 - p(x))r(y)h.
\]

Now the following identity holds.

\[
(14) \quad x + p(x)\pi[y + (1 - q(y))h] + p(x)(1 - \pi)h + (1 - p(x))\pi[y + r(y)h] = \pi[x + y + p(x)(1 - q(y))h + (1 - p(x))r(y)h] + (1 - \pi)[x + p(x)h].
\]

If (12) holds, then from (14) we have \( \pi[x + y + p(x)(1 - q(y))h + (1 - p(x))r(y)h] + (1 - \pi)[x + p(x)h] > x^*(h) + p(x^*(h))h \). This means that \( \pi[x + y + p(x)(1 - q(y))h + (1 - p(x))r(y)h] > x^*(h) + p(x^*(h))h - (1 - \pi)[x^*(h) + p(x^*(h))h] \). This is equivalent to (13). Conversely, if (13) is true, then the left side of (14)
exceeds \( \pi [x*(h) + p(x*(h))h] + (1 - \pi) [x + p(x)h] \geq \pi [x*(h) + p(x*(h))h] + (1 - \pi) [x*(h) + p(x*(h))h] = x*(h) + p(x*(h))h \), which is (12).

The next proposition addresses the unlikely case when random testing would be superior to use of trial courts alone.

Proposition 2b. If random testing is superior to use of trial courts alone, the appeals process is superior to random testing.

This conclusion is explained by the facts that under random testing trial court errors are not always reconsidered and correct trial court decisions are sometimes reconsidered, whereas under the appeals process trial court errors are always reconsidered and correct decisions are never reconsidered.

To prove the proposition, observe that if random testing is superior to use of trial courts alone, then (12) does not hold, which is to say, for some \( x \) and \( y \),

\[
(15) \quad x + p(x)\pi[y + (1 - q(y))h] + p(x)(1 - \pi)h \\
+ (1 - p(x))\pi[y + r(y)h] \leq x*(h) + p(x*(h))h \leq x + p(x)h.
\]

Subtracting \( x \) from the left and right side of (15), it follows that \( p(x)\pi[y + (1 - q(y))h] + p(x)(1 - \pi)h < p(x)h \), which implies that \( y + (1 - q(y))h < h \). But if this is true, then the appeals process (with the same \( x \) and \( y \)), must be superior to random testing because the difference between (11) and (6) is

\[
(16) \quad p(x)(1 - \pi)[h - (y + (1 - q(y))h)] \\
+ (1 - p(x))\pi[y + r(y)h] > 0.
\]

B. Absence of Fees or Subsidies. If the state does not
employ fees or subsidies for making appeals, that is, if \( b = 0 \), there will be separation of disappointed litigants if and only if \( r(y)g \leq a < q(y)g \). Separation is a necessary condition for the appeals process to be socially desirable, supposing as I shall henceforth that it is not desirable for appeals always to be made ((13) holds).

To determine when separation of disappointed litigants is possible, let \( q' = \lim q(y) \) as \( y \to \infty \) and define \( r' \) similarly. Then it is clear that separation is possible if and only if

\[
(17) \quad r'g < a < q'g.
\]

Note, then, that (17) will not hold, and separation will not be possible, if \( a \) is too low (all will bring appeals) or too high (none will bring appeals), or if \( g \) is too low (none will bring appeals) or too high (all will bring appeals). When (17) holds, there exists a \( y^0 \) such that separation occurs if and only if \( y \) is at least \( y^0 \). Accordingly, it is evident from the discussion preceding (7) that a necessary and sufficient condition for the appeals process to be socially desirable is

\[
(7') \quad \min_{y \geq \max(y^0)} y + (1 - q(y))h < h. 
\]

If (7') holds and the optimal \( y^*(h) \) is an interior solution, it is determined by (8) and is thus the same as in the basic model; otherwise, \( y^*(h) = y^0 \) and exceeds its value before. In any case, if the appeals process is desirable, \( x^{**}(h) \) is again less than \( x^*(h) \) when both are interior solutions. It also follows that if separation is possible, the appeals process will be desirable for
all h above a critical threshold. In summary, we have

**Proposition 3.** Assume as in Proposition 1 that litigants know when trial courts err; but suppose that the state does not employ fees or subsidies for making appeals. Then

(a) a necessary condition for the appeals process to be socially desirable is that separation of disappointed litigants be possible, that is, (17) holds.

(b) When separation is possible, the description of when the appeals process is socially desirable is qualitatively similar to that in Proposition 1: the appeals process is desirable if and only if (7') holds; and Propositions 1(b), (d), and (e) hold.

It should be noted that the appeals process reduces social costs by a smaller amount, and is socially desirable less often, than when fees and subsidies are employed, for a higher y (namely y^o) may be needed to induce separation of disappointed litigants.

**C. Multiple Levels of Appeal.** Suppose here that instead of there being only one possible level of appeal, there are N possible levels; otherwise, maintain the assumptions of the basic model. Specifically, let y_i be the expenditure on a level i appeal, where y_i ≥ Y_i > 0; let q_i(y_i) be the probability that an error at the previous level of adjudication is corrected by the level i appeals court; let r_i(y_i) be the probability that a correct decision at the previous level of adjudication is

---

33 The assumption that there are at most N levels of appeal is a convenience; in principle there are always further possible levels of appeal. See the remarks at the end of this subsection on the case of potentially unlimited levels of appeal.
mistakenly reversed by the level i appeals court.\textsuperscript{34} (Thus, y, q, and r in the basic model would be denoted y\textsubscript{i}, q\textsubscript{i}, and r\textsubscript{i} here.) Suppose that r\textsubscript{i}(y\textsubscript{i}) < q\textsubscript{i}(y\textsubscript{i}), the probability of reversal of a correct decision is less than that of an erroneous decision. Let a\textsubscript{i} be the cost to a litigant of making a level i appeal and b\textsubscript{i} the state-imposed fee or subsidy for a level i appeal. The social problem is to choose trial expenditures x, a permissible number j of levels of appeal, where j \leq N, and corresponding b\textsubscript{i} and y\textsubscript{i}, so as to minimize expected social costs, that is, expected expenditures on adjudication at trial and at all levels of appeal, plus expected harm from error.

If the appeals process is permissible at any level, it will be socially desirable for an appeal to be brought at that level if and only if a mistake was made at the previous level of adjudication. Further, this can always be accomplished, as explained in the basic model, if the state selects appropriate fees or subsidies b\textsubscript{i} for making appeals. Hence, if the appeals process has j permissible levels of appeal and is optimally designed, social costs will be

\begin{equation}
(18) \quad x + p(x)\{y_1 + (1 - q_1(y_1))y_2 + \ldots + [\Pi(1 - q_i(y_i))\}y_j\}
\end{equation}

\begin{equation}
+ p(x)[\Pi(1 - q_i(y_i))]h.
\end{equation}

The term with braces is expected expenditures on appeals, where note that there is a level i appeal if and only if errors were

\textsuperscript{34}I implicitly assume that q\textsubscript{i} and r\textsubscript{i} are not functions of decisions made prior to the immediately previous level of adjudication.
made at all levels before i. The last term is expected harm from error, which occurs if and only if errors are made at every level of appeal through j. To determine the optimal number of permissible levels of appeal, one could, for each possible j, minimize (18) over x and the y; choose the j for which the minimized sum is lowest; and compare this minimized sum to the minimized sum if there are no appeals.

Another method for determining the optimal appeals process is to use the principle of dynamic programming.\textsuperscript{35} In particular, if it is optimal for level i appeals to be permissible, then we must have

\begin{equation}
\min_{y_i \geq \bar{y}_i} y_i + (1 - q_i(y_i))c_i < h,
\end{equation}

where $c_i$ is the value of the optimal continuation if an error is made in the level i appeal. That is, $c_i$ equals minimized expected social costs incurred after an error is made in the level i appeal. The reason that (19) holds is that the left side of (19) is social costs if a level i appeal is made after an error at the previous level, and for the appeal to be optimal, these costs must be lower than the harm $h$ associated with not permitting the appeal. It follows that the optimal permissible number of levels of appeal is $j$ if and only if (19) holds for $i = 1, \ldots, j$ and (19) does not hold for $j + 1$.\textsuperscript{36}

Using this characterization, we can describe a

\textsuperscript{35}See, for example, ch. VII of Dreyfus (1965).

\textsuperscript{36}If j = N, then the latter condition is moot.
straightforward procedure for determining the optimal number \( j \) of permissible levels of appeal. First, to see if the optimal number \( j \) is \( N \), set \( j = N \). Then \( c_j \) must be \( h \), for if there is an error at the \( j \)th appeal, the last level, the optimal continuation is by assumption to incur the error cost \( h \). Hence, (19) becomes

\[
\min_{y_j \geq \tilde{y}_j} y_j + (1 - q_j(y_j))h < h. \]

If (19) does not hold at \( j \), we reject the hypothesis that \( j = N \). If (19) does hold, then we have \( c_{j,1} = \min_{y_j \geq \tilde{y}_j} y_j + (1 - q_j(y_j))h \), which allows us to check (19) at \( j - 1 \). If (19) does not hold at \( j - 1 \), we reject the hypothesis that \( j = N \). But if (19) does hold at \( j - 1 \), we have \( c_{j,2} = \min_{y_{j-1} \geq \tilde{y}_{j-1}} y_{j-1} + (1 - q_{j-1}(y_{j-1}))c_{j-1} \), so that we can check (19) at \( j - 2 \). We continue this process until, for some \( i < j \), we either reject the hypothesis that \( j = N \) or until we confirm the hypothesis by showing that (19) holds for all \( i < j \). If we reject the hypothesis that \( j = N \), we next examine the hypothesis that \( j = N - 1 \), using the same method.\(^{37}\) We will then either find that \( j = N - 1 \) or reject this hypothesis, in which case we will consider \( j = N - 2 \), and so on. By this method, we will find the optimal number \( j \) of permissible levels of appeal, or else we will find that not allowing appeals is optimal. It should be noted that when a positive number of permissible levels of appeal is optimal, the method that has been described also gives us the optimal \( y_i \), \( i = 1, \ldots, j \), for minimization of the left side of

\(^{37}\)That is, since \( c_j = h \), (19) again becomes \( \min y_j + (1 - q_j(y_j))h < h \), and we proceed as before.
(19) determines $y_i$. A point of interest that follows from (19) is that for any level of appeal $i$ before the last, the amount spent $y_i$ and accuracy will be lower than if $i$ were the last permissible level of appeal.\footnote{This is a generalization of Proposition 1(e).} This follows since the $y_i$ that minimizes $y_i + (1 - q_i(y_i))c_i$ is decreasing in $c_i$, and since $c_i < h$ for $i < j$.\footnote{That $c_i < h$ for $i < j$ follows from the fact that for such $i$, $c_i = \min y_{i+1} + (1 - q_{i+1}(y_{i+1}))c_{i+1}$, which, by (19), must be less than $h$.}

Condition (19) can also be employed to demonstrate certain other facts about the optimal number of permissible levels of appeal. First, if $h$ is sufficiently low, it will not be optimal for there to be any permissible appeals. To show this, note that if the optimal permissible number $j$ is positive, then

$$\min_{y_i \geq \bar{y}_i} y_j + (1 - q_j(y_j))h < h.$$  

This cannot hold if $h < \bar{y}_j$. Hence, if $h$ is less than $\bar{y}_i$ for all $i$, then no level of appeal can be the last, so that no permissible appeals must be optimal.

Second, certainly if $h$ exceeds $h^*$, some positive permissible number of appeals is optimal, for this is the condition that the first level of appeals is optimal, and it may be that a positive number of permissible appeals is optimal even if the first level alone is not. Third, if $h$ is sufficiently large, the maximum number $N$ of permissible levels of appeal will be optimal. In particular, if $h > \bar{y}_i/q_i(\bar{y}_i)$ for all $i$, then $N$ appeals will be optimal. For if the optimal number of appeals is $j < N$, then since (19) will not hold at $j + 1$, we must have
\[ \min_{y_{j+1}} \left( 1 - q_{j+1}(y_{j+1}) \right) h \geq h; \text{ yet that cannot be true since } h > \frac{\overline{y}_j}{q_i(\overline{y}_j)} \text{ holds for } j + 1, \text{ which implies that } \overline{y}_{j+1} + (1 - q_{j+1}(\overline{y}_{j+1})) h < h. \]

What we have shown is summarized in the next proposition.

**Proposition 4.** Assume, as in Proposition 1, that litigants know when trial courts err and that the state can set fees or subsidies for making appeals; but suppose that the state can allow multiple levels of appeal. Then

(a) not allowing any appeals will be socially desirable if the harm from error \( h \) is less than \( \min_i \overline{y}_i \); a positive number of permissible levels of appeal will be optimal if \( h \) exceeds a threshold that is generally lower than \( h^* \); and the maximum number \( N \) of permissible levels of appeal will be optimal if \( h \) exceeds \( \max_i \frac{\overline{y}_i}{q_i(\overline{y}_i)} \).

(b) A straightforward recursive procedure (using (19)) determines the optimal number of permissible levels of appeal and optimal expenditures at each level.

(c) For each permissible level of appeal, the state will set fees or subsidies so that disappointed litigants will be separated: they will make an appeal if and only if an error was made at the immediately prior level of adjudication.

(d) Expenditures at each permissible level of adjudication other than the last will be lower than if that level of adjudication were the last.\( \triangleright \)

It is interesting to consider briefly the special case where
the error probability functions are identical for all i, that is, \( q_i(y) = q(y) \) for all i. In this case, expenditures \( y_i \) and the accuracy of an appeal rise with the level of appeal. To demonstrate this, note that \( c_i < c_{i+1} \) for all \( i \leq j - 1 \). From (19), we know that \( y_i \) is the \( y \) that minimizes \( y + (1 - q(y))c \), where \( c = c_i \); and because the \( y \) minimizing \( y + (1 - q(y))c \) is increasing in \( c \),\(^4\) we conclude that \( y_i < y_{i+1} \). The sense behind this point is that other things equal (that is, the technology of the appeals process), greater expenditure per appeal is optimal the fewer appeals that remain for correcting error.

Finally, it should be remarked that were we to relax the assumption that there is a maximum number \( N \) of levels of appeal, unlimited permissible levels of appeal might become socially desirable. Suppose, for instance, that \( q_i = q(y) \) for all \( i \), and that \( h > \bar{y}/q(\bar{y}) \). Then we know (by essentially the argument given immediately before Proposition 4) that allowing an additional level of appeal would always be beneficial.

**D. Imperfect Litigant Information about Error.** To examine the effect of imperfect recognition of legal errors, assume as in the basic model that there is a single level of appeals possible, but suppose that litigants may fail to recognize trial court

---

\(^4\)We use backward induction. For the last level of appeal, \( c_j = h \), and, from (19), \( c_{j+1} = \min y_{j+1} + (1 - q(y_{j+1}))c_j < h = c_j \), so that \( c_{j+1} < c_j \). The backward induction hypothesis is that \( c_{i+1} < c_{i+2} \), and we want to show that \( c_i < c_{i+1} \). But \( c_i = \min y_i + (1 - q(y_i))c_{i+1} \), and \( c_{i+1} = \min y_{i+1} + (1 - q(y_{i+1}))c_{i+2} \), so that the induction hypothesis and the fact that the function \( \min y + (1 - q(y))c \) is increasing in \( c \) imply the result.

\(^4\)The first order condition for a minimum of \( y + (1 - q(y))c \) is \( 1 - q'(y)c = 0 \). Implicitly differentiating with respect to \( c \), we obtain \( y'(c) = -q'(y)/q'(y)c > 0 \).
errors and may also believe that correct trial court decisions are mistaken. Specifically, let $s$ be the conditional probability that a litigant thinks a trial court error occurred given that it actually occurred; let $t$ be the conditional probability that a litigant believes a trial court error occurred given that the trial court decision was actually correct; and suppose that $s > t$ -- true errors are more likely to be seen as such than correct decisions are to be seen as errors.$^{42}$

To interpret the assumption that $s > t$, define $\alpha$ to be the conditional probability that an error actually occurred given that a litigant thinks an error occurred; thus$^{43}$

$$\alpha = \frac{ps}{ps + (1 - p)t}.$$  

It is readily verified that the assumption that $s > t$ is equivalent to $\alpha > p$, that when litigants think an error was made it is more likely that there was an error than the unconditional probability $p$ of error. Also, define $\beta$ to be the conditional probability that an error occurred given that a litigant thinks there was no error; hence

$$\beta = \frac{p(1 - s)}{[p(1 - s) + (1 - p)(1 - t)].}$$

The assumption that $s > t$ is equivalent as well to the assumption that $\alpha > \beta$.

---

$^{42}$To amplify slightly, suppose that a (Bayesian) litigant will observe one of two signals, $E$ (for error) or $C$ (for correct). If an error actually occurs, the probability that he will observe $E$ is $s$; and if a correct decision is actually made, the probability that he will observe $E$ is $t$. The litigant knows that when he observes $E$, he does not know whether or not an error truly occurred, but I will still describe him as "thinking" or "believing" that error occurred.

$^{43}$In this subsection, the argument $x$ in $p$ will sometimes be omitted for convenience (and similarly for the argument $y$ in $q$ and in $r$ below).
Now consider the question whether the appeals process is socially desirable. For this to be so, litigants must be induced to bring appeals only if they believe mistakes have occurred, for we will assume that it is not socially desirable for appeals always to be brought ((12) holds). Litigants can be led to bring appeals if and only if they think mistakes have occurred if the state selects b appropriately. In particular, if a litigant thinks an error occurred, the probability of winning a reversal will be \( \alpha q + (1 - \alpha)r \), and if he does not think a mistake was made, the probability of winning a reversal will be \( \beta q + (1 - \beta)r \).44 The former probability exceeds the latter, since \( \alpha > \beta \) and \( q > r \). Hence, as in the basic model, the state can choose b so as to induce litigants to bring appeals if and only if they think a mistake was made at trial.

Assuming, then, that appeals are brought when and only when litigants think mistakes were made, the social problem is

\[
\text{(22) } \min_{x \geq x', y \geq y} x + p(x)s[y + (1 - q(y))h] + p(x)(1 - s)h
\]

\[+ (1 - p(x))t[y + r(y)h].\]

Observe that the second term in (22) is expected costs associated with appeals following trial court mistakes, the third term is expected harm due to mistakes that are not appealed (because they are not recognized as mistakes), and the fourth term is expected costs associated with appeals following correct trial court decisions.

44Litigants can calculate these probabilities since the parameters of the model are assumed to be common knowledge.
Let us demonstrate that the appeals process will be socially advantageous less often than in the basic model. If the appeals process is socially desirable for some \( x \) and \( y \), (22) must be less than \( x + p(x)h \). This clearly implies that \( p(x)s[y + (1 - q(y))h] + p(x)(1 - s)h < p(x)h \), which implies that \( s[y + (1 - q(y))h] + (1 - s)h < h \). But this implies that \( [y + (1 - q(y))h] < h \), which means that the appeals process is socially desirable in the basic model (see (7)). Also, if \( h \) slightly exceeds \( h^* \), then the appeals process will be barely desirable in the basic model; in this case (7) will barely hold. Now (22), social costs with appeals, minus \( x + p(x)h \), social costs with trials alone, equals (23) \( ps\{[y + (1 - q(y))h] - h\} + (1 - p)t(y + r(y))h \).

The term in braces will be small when (7) barely holds, but the second term is positive; hence the appeals process cannot be optimal for \( h \) in a neighborhood in \( h^* \). We have therefore shown that the set of \( h \) for which the appeals process is desirable is smaller than that in the basic model.

It is also apparent that when the appeals process is socially desirable here, social costs are higher than in the basic model; social costs at the optimum are higher here the higher is \( t \) and the lower is \( s \).\textsuperscript{45}

We therefore have

Proposition 5. Assume, as in Proposition 1, that the state

\textsuperscript{45}Expression (22) is clearly increasing in \( t \). The derivative of (22) with respect to \( s \) is \( p(x)[(y + (1 - q(y))h) - h] \), which is negative since \( y + (1 - q(y)) < h \) must be true. Thus, (22) rises when \( s \) falls.
can set fees or subsidies for making appeals; but suppose that
litigants have only imperfect information about the correctness
of trial court decisions. Then

(a) the appeals process will be socially desirable less
often than in the basic model.

(b) If the appeals process is socially desirable, the state
will set fees or subsidies for bringing appeals such that
litigants will bring appeals if and only if they believe that
trial court errors occurred. Because of litigants' imperfect
information about errors, some errors will not lead to appeals
and some correct trial court decisions will result in appeals.

In contrast to the situation in the basic model, the appeals
process here may not be useful here no matter how high the harm h
due to error is. This is clear because (23) may be negative for
all h (for the second term may dominate the first). That is, the
costs associated with appeals when trial court decisions are
correct may always outweigh the benefits associated with appeals
when trial court decisions are in error.

Finally, let us remark on the possible value of allowing
appeals courts discretion in hearing appeals, that is, permitting
them to refuse to hear appeals. This practice might be socially
desirable if the appeals courts can cheaply determine which
appealed cases are relatively likely to have been correctly
decided by trial courts and winnow them out. In effect, that
would reduce t and thereby raise the advantage of the appeals
process.
E. Litigant Prediction of Appeal Outcomes versus Knowledge of Trial Court Error. Suppose here that litigants can perfectly predict what the outcome of an appeal will be. (It will be irrelevant whether they also have knowledge of error at trial.) In this case, if there is an appeals system, appeals will be brought if and only if there would be a reversal, assuming that the private cost a plus a possible subsidy -b is less than the gain g. In particular, appeals will be brought whether or not an error is made, as long as an appeal will result in a reversal. Hence, social costs will be

\[ (24) \quad x + p(x)[q(y)y + (1 - q(y))h] + (1 - p(x))r(y)[y + h]. \]

Note that the second term is associated with errors at trial, and the third with correct decisions at trial.

It is informative to compare this with social costs in the basic model. Subtracting (6) from the above, we obtain

\[ (25) \quad (1 - p(x))r(y)[y + h] - p(x)(1 - q(y))y, \]

Hence, costs will be higher than in the basic model if the first term outweighs the second; the first term is the expected cost associated with appeal and reversal of correct decisions, and the second is the savings from not appealing errors when they would not be reversed (in the basic model, recall, all errors result in appeal). Accordingly, costs will tend to be higher than in the basic model, other things being equal, the greater the probability of correct decisions at trial and the greater the chance of their being reversed; and costs will tend to be lower than in the basic model the greater the chance of error at trial.
and the greater the chance of errors not being reversed.

To compare the appeals system to a regime without appeals, subtract \( x + p(x)h \) from (24), to obtain

\[
(26) \ [p(x)q(y) + (1 - p(x))r(y)]y + (1 - p(x))r(y)h \\
- p(x)q(y)h.
\]

The first two terms, the cost of appeals and the harm due to reversals of correct trial court decisions, make the appeals process unattractive; the third term, the harm avoided due to reversal of error, works in favor of the appeals process. The appeals process will be socially desirable when there exist \( x \) and \( y \) such that (25) is less than \( x^* + p(x^*)h \), and there is no simple characterization (analogous to (7)) of when this will be true. Note that the appeals process may not be socially desirable when it would have been desirable in the basic model, and conversely, it may be desirable when it would not have been in the basic model.\(^4\)

If the appeals process is desirable, the condition determining the optimal \( y \) is

\[
(27) p(x)[q'(y)(h - y)] + (1 - p(x))[-r'(y)(y + h)] \\
= p(x)q(y) + (1 - p(x))r(y).
\]

The left side is the marginal expected net savings from increasing \( y \); the right side is the marginal expected cost due to spending an additional dollar on appeals. The condition determining the optimal \( x \) is

\[
(28) -p'(x)[q(y)y + (1 - q(y))h - r(y)(y + h)] = 1.
\]

\(^4\)This is evident (I omit details) from the fact that the appeals process under present assumptions may be superior to, or inferior to, that in the basic model, as discussed in the last paragraph.
The left side is the marginal expected net benefit due to a lower chance of error and the right side is the marginal cost.

The foregoing analysis could of course be carried through assuming that litigants have imperfect ability to predict appeals court outcomes.47

F. Judges' Incentives to Avoid Reversal. Now we will consider how the appeals process may create incentives toward trial court accuracy by inducing trial court judges who do not want to be reversed on appeal to devote more effort to obtaining correct decisions than they would in the absence of the appeals process.

To study this issue, assume that the situation is as in the basic model, except that the likelihood of trial court error is determined not only by state expenditures x but also by a judge's effort e, which is not observable; that is, the probability of error is \( p(x, e) \), where \( p \) is decreasing and convex in its arguments. Let a judge be paid a gross wage \( w \) and suffer a disutility \( z \) if he is reversed on appeal.48 The net wage of a judge equals his gross wage \( w \) minus his effort \( e \) minus the disutility \( z \) if he is reversed. Assume that judges' expected net wage must equal \( w^* \), their alternative opportunity (otherwise they

---

47 This could be done along the lines in the previous section. For example, it might be assumed that litigants observe one of two signals, R (for reversal) or A (for affirmance), where the likelihood of R given that there will be a reversal is higher than the likelihood of R given that there will not be a reversal.

48 This disutility might be associated with a loss of reputation and will be taken as given for simplicity, even though in a more detailed model the state could influence the effect of reversal (by reducing the judge's salary or promotion possibilities).
could not be attracted to the judiciary). Let social costs be harm from error, direct expenditures on adjudication (that is, \(x\) and \(y\)), and judges' gross wage \(w\).49

In the absence of an appeals system, judges have no motive to choose positive effort, as they will never be reversed.50 The likelihood of error is therefore \(p(x,0)\). Also, judges' expected net wage is simply their gross wage \(w\), so that \(w = w^*\). Social costs are thus

\[
(29) \quad x + w^* + p(x,0)h,
\]

and the optimal \(x\) minimizes this expression.

If there is an appeals process, then, as in the basic model, it is always possible to induce litigants to bring appeals if and only if errors are made at trial, and this is optimal. A trial court judge's problem is thus

\[
(30) \quad \max w - e - p(x,e)q(y)z,
\]

because \(p(x,e)q(y)\) is the likelihood of reversal. It must also be true that

\[
(31) \quad w - e - p(x,e)q(y)z = w^*.
\]

These two conditions determine \(e\) and \(w\) given \(x\) and \(y\). The social

49 Instead of treating \(w\) as the social cost associated with use of a judge, we could take that social cost to be \(w^*\) -- the forgone production due to hiring a judge -- plus the disutility a judge suffers, namely, \(e\) plus expected disutility from reversal. This latter definition of the social cost associated with use of a judge is equivalent to the first, for \(w^*\) must equal \(w\) minus \(e\) minus the expected disutility from reversal.

50 If it were assumed that judges would exercise positive effort even when they do not fear reversal (perhaps from a feeling of social responsibility), the qualitative nature of the conclusions obviously would not change. The only difference would be that use of the appeals process would be socially desirable less often.
problem is to minimize

\[(32) \quad x + w + p(x,e)[y + (1 - q(y))h]\]

over \(x\) and \(y\), where \(e\) and \(w\) are understood to be functions of \(x\) and \(y\). As a consequence, the optimal \(x\) and \(y\) are determined differently from in the basic model. Of particular interest is the optimal \(y\), because appeals court accuracy affects trial court effort. To understand the determination of \(y\), observe that \(e\) and \(w\) are increasing in \(y\) (greater accuracy in the appeals court means that trial court errors are more likely to be reversed, which induces greater effort at trial, and this must be compensated for by a higher wage).\(^5\)

Hence, unlike in the basic model, the optimal \(y\) does not minimize \(y + (1 - q(y))h\) and is not determined by (8), \(q'(y)h = 1\). Instead, the first-order condition for the optimal \(y\) is\(^2\)

\[(33) \quad w_y + p_e \gamma y + (1 - q)h] + p[1 - q'(y)h] = 0,\]

which implies that

\[(34) \quad q'(y)h = 1 + w_y / p + p_e \gamma y + (1 - q)h]/p.\]

The second and third terms on the right in (34) are not present in (8). The second term reflects the effect of \(y\) on the wage; it is positive and thus tends to lower the optimal \(y\) from its level in the basic model. The third term reflects the effect of \(y\) on trial court effort and thus on expected harm from error; it is

---

\(^5\)It is clear from (30) that \(e\) is increasing in \(y\) and is independent of \(w\). Also, since the value of (30) is decreasing in \(y\), it follows from (31) that \(w\) is increasing in \(y\).

\(^2\)The arguments of \(p\) and other functions here (and elsewhere below) are omitted for simplicity.
negative and therefore tends to raise the optimal \( y \) from its level in the basic model.

Several further remarks are worth making. First, if litigants possess only imperfect information about trial court errors, the incentive effect of the appeals process on trial court judge’s effort is attenuated. Specifically, under the appeals process, a trial court judge’s problem becomes

\[
\max_{w - e} \{ p(x, e) s q(y) z + (1 - p(x, e)) t r(y) z \}
\]

and the first-order condition for his choice of \( e \) becomes

\[
p_e [s q - t r] z = -1
\]

rather than \( p_q z = -1 \) (see (30)). Hence, other things being equal, \( e \) will not be as high as when litigants possess perfect information about errors. The explanation is that when litigant information is imperfect, the payoff to a judge for raising \( e \) and reducing the true number of errors is lower for two reasons: \( s < 1 \), so that when errors are made that does not always result in an appeal and a possible reversal; and \( t > 0 \), so that when errors are not made, there is still a chance of an appeal and a reversal.

Second, suppose that litigants have no information about trial court outcomes, that is, suppose that \( s = t \). Then if appeals are made only when people think mistakes have been made, (35) is equivalent to a judge’s problem under random testing of trial outcomes with probability \( \pi = s = t \). Thus, the use of the appeals process, rather than random testing, to improve
incentives can only be helpful if litigants have information about trial outcomes.

Third, if one reconsiders the possibility of multiple levels of appeal, then allowing appeals at any level would have the advantage of improving judges' incentives for accuracy at all earlier levels of appeal (not just at trial).

G. Settlement Before Appeal. Suppose that we allow for the possibility of settlement prior to appeal, and assume that the cost of settlement is $z(y) > 0$, where $z(y) < y$ and $z$ is increasing in $y$. That is, settlement involves positive cost, but less than that of an appeal, and settlement cost is higher the higher would be the cost of an appeal. The motivation for the last assumption is that the complexity of the appeals process should be reflected in settlement negotiations.

In the basic model, there will always be settlement after a trial in which there is an error, if it is assumed that both litigants know of errors and the disappointed litigant would be willing to bring an appeal. As a result, the analysis and conclusions from the basic model will not be altered in an essential way. In brief, for disappointed litigants to be separated, fees or subsidies must be employed in the manner discussed earlier, for error must result in the willingness of those who suffer from error to bring an appeal -- otherwise they cannot obtain a settlement -- and for the unwillingness of other litigants to make an appeal. The condition under which the appeals process is worth undertaking, and the optimal amount to
spend on the appeals process, will involve the cost of settlement $z(y)$ rather than $y$, for $z(y)$ will be the actual social cost associated with the appeals process. This will tend to make the appeals process more attractive socially, as it will be effectively cheaper. However, the social harm from error may not be reduced through settlement in the same way as it would be from appeal, as was discussed in Section 2G.

There will not always be settlement prior to appeal if there is asymmetric information between the litigants. In that case, the effective cost of the appeals process would be a mix between the cost of settlement and the cost of an appeal.

H. Heterogeneity Among Litigants. If the assumption that litigants have the same cost of bringing an appeal is relaxed and the state cannot observe each individual’s cost, perfect separation of litigants through use of fees or subsidies cannot be accomplished. In general, given the optimal use of uniform fees and subsidies, some of those bringing appeals would not be the victims of error (but rather would be those for whom the cost of appeal is relatively low), and some of those not bringing appeals would be victims of error (but rather would be those for whom the cost of appeal is relatively high). This reduced ability to separate disappointed litigants would lower the social value of the appeals process. A similar outcome would follow from other kinds of heterogeneity among litigants, such as about their perception of the occurrence of mistake or about their chances of prevailing in an appeal.
I. Inference from the Fact an Appeal is Brought. In the basic model, it was implicitly assumed that the appeals court did not make use of inferences it could draw from the fact that a litigant brought an appeal. Specifically, it was assumed that there was a probability of reversal, conditional on error, that was in general less than 1 (its precise value being determined by expenditures on the appeals process).

When, however, there is separation of disappointed litigants, the appeals court can infer that all who bring appeals are true victims of error and thus should really obtain a reversal. This does not imply, though, that the appeals court should use its inferential knowledge. Were it to reverse in all appeals, then all disappointed litigants would be led to bring appeals -- the separation of disappointed litigants would unravel.

For this reason, it is apparent that it is not socially desirable for the appeals court to use its inferential knowledge. To amplify (the argument to be given is conventional), let \( t \) denote the observable evidence at appeal (notably, that in the trial record). Then the decision rules that are available to an appeals court that does not use inferences is the class of all functions from the set of possible \( t \) to the set of appeals outcomes. Now suppose that an appeals court announces a rule \( f \) but, on account of inferences it draws, alters the rule to some other rule \( f' \) (in the example from the last paragraph, \( f' \) is the rule that grants all appeals). Then the rule in effect becomes
f', because the natural assumption is that litigants know the rule actually in use. But an appeals court that does not use inferences can always choose f'. Thus, the use of inferences cannot expand the class of decision rules available to an appeals court, and it generally constrains the class of decision rules and thus is socially undesirable.

Accordingly, it is best for the rules of procedure to specify that such information should not be considered in judging an appeal.

5. Discussion

Let us now consider various issues bearing on the interpretation of the theory advanced above, the consistency or inconsistency of the theory with the actual use of the appeals process, and the possible utility of the theory as a guide for policy.

The conception of error. In the analysis, the notion of error was left unspecified. What types of error can occur? Errors may be factual in nature, and they may also occur in the determination of the applicable legal rule or in its use in combination with the found facts. The latter types of error are conceptually clear when the law is well articulated, but often the law will not be specified in a relevant aspect and must be amplified. If the reader takes the view that there exists a correct definition of the social good, then error consists in failing to extend the law in accord with this definition. Otherwise, error is not a well-defined concept.
Imperfect ability of litigants to recognize error and the applicability of the model. Although in most of the analysis, litigants were assumed to be able to ascertain error for sure, it is evident that the appeals process may well be valuable when litigant knowledge of error is imperfect. In that case, as the reader will recall from Section 2D, the appeals process may still tend to foster error correction because it will result in the channelling to the appeals court of cases that are more likely than the average case to have been erroneously decided, to the degree that litigant perception of error reflects the true occurrence of error. The possible utility of the appeals process when litigant knowledge of error is imperfect is important because, of course, in fact litigant knowledge of error is likely to be surrounded by some degree of ambiguity, perhaps substantial. (In part, this is because many of the most obvious errors will be corrected at trial; see below.)

However, litigant uncertainty about error does diminish the social value of the appeals process: some errors will go unnoticed and thus not be appealed; and some correct decisions will be misconstrued and be appealed, resulting in a waste of judicial resources and possible reversals. (Moreover, the reasons that make litigants uncertain whether error occurred may also make appeals courts uncertain about the occurrence of error; the latter too will lower the social value of the appeals process.) If litigant uncertainty is sufficiently important, the appeals process will not be socially worthwhile.
Why does trial court error occur and why is it not corrected at trial? Whereas the occurrence of error was taken for granted in the analysis, it does call for some explanation, as is suggested by two questions. If an error is noticed by a litigant, how is it that a trial court initially commits the error -- is it assumed that litigants are more knowledgeable or intelligent than trial courts? And why wouldn't a litigant who notices an error point it out at trial and have it corrected then and there?

The answers to these questions are apparent if the errors are not obvious. By their very character, it is understandable that less-than-obvious errors may be made by courts and will not necessarily be corrected by them if asserted by litigants at trial.

What can be said, however, about the two questions in relation to fairly clear mistakes? First, one presumes that trial courts will occasionally make even fairly clear mistakes owing to a variety of factors: the inexperience of some judges; the pressure of time; and the fact that the courts are responsible for applying a vast body of law.

Second, although it is true that when courts do make fairly clear mistakes, these will often be pointed out by litigants at trial and corrected there, that will not always be the outcome. On one hand, a litigant may not have a chance to assert an error at trial: the error may be made in the court's decision itself -- when it is too late to make an objection. On the other hand, an
error that is asserted at trial may not be corrected there despite the fact that it would be seen on reflection as a clear mistake; to appreciate that an error has occurred may require deliberation that the press of trial does not allow. After trial, however, the losing litigant has both the time and a strong incentive to review his objections to single out those with merit.\(^5\) Observe as well that the post-trial opportunity of litigants to inspect the record provides us a reason why litigants may discover trial court errors even though their general legal expertise may be inferior to the courts.

In all, then, it does not seem implausible that a residue of even fairly obvious-in-retrospect errors are not corrected at trial and are noticed by litigants. And there is no problem in explaining the occurrence of less than clear errors.

**Evidence of error correction.** Do statistics on reversal rates supply us with indirect evidence about error correction? One might expect the reversal rate to be relatively high if the appeals process does result in error correction. This is the outcome in the simple model, for there appeals are brought only when errors are made, so the reversal rate is that which applies when errors were truly made, which is higher than that when decisions were correct.

For a variety of reasons, however, statistics on reversal may actually tell us very little in themselves. First,

---

\(^5\)Note that during trial, not knowing whether he will be disappointed by the outcome, a litigant’s incentive to discover error is lower.
settlement prior to appeal (see Section 2G) will tend to resolve cases that would have been most likely to be reversed. Hence, cases that are not settled and reach appeal are atypical and are quite possibly reversed less often than the representative case among the class of cases that are settled or appealed. Second, a substantial reversal rate can occur without error correction: it could be due to sheer arbitrariness, to appeals court sympathy for litigants, or simply to the ability of litigants to predict whether appeals courts would reverse (see Section 2E). Third, a low reversal rate can be consistent with error correction, for it may be privately and socially rational for appeals to be made when the chance of reversal is low if the gain from reversal would be sufficiently high.

Accordingly, to measure the degree to which the appeals process is correcting error, direct evidence pertaining to the reason for reversal appears to be necessary. Perhaps experts could review a sample of cases that resulted in appeals and produce data on the fraction of reversals that they can reasonably agree are due to error correction. The experts could do the same for cases for which appeal was initiated but which settled. Another useful statistic that experts could furnish is the frequency of mistake in cases that were not appealed or for which the threat of appeal and settlement did not occur. The frequency of mistake in these cases should be lower than that in the complementary cases if the appeals process results in some degree of separation of disappointed litigants.
Lawmaking. It was suggested in the first paragraph of this section that the extension of legal rules, namely, lawmaking, may be considered to be a species of error correction, where the errors are mistaken interpretations of law. Before seeing what light may be shed on lawmaking by viewing it as a type of error correction, let us observe that lawmaking is evidently a substantial function of the appeals process, not only in common law countries but also in the development of civil codes in civil law countries.\textsuperscript{54} How significant lawmaking is relative to error correction (in the usual sense) is difficult to say, but, for our purposes, this issue need not be pursued.\textsuperscript{55} In any event, the significance of lawmaking differs according to the level of appeal. At the second level of appeal the lawmaking function is more important than at the first level in most judicial systems.\textsuperscript{56} Indeed, lawmaking is in some adjudicative systems virtually the exclusive function of appeals at the second level (as at the Supreme Court in the United States) and in some systems error correction is essentially the only function of

\textsuperscript{54}For discussion of the lawmaking function of appeals worldwide, see Herzog and Karlen (1982), at p. 5 and chs. iv and v.

\textsuperscript{55}One indication of the importance, or lack thereof, of lawmaking is the frequency of publication of appeals court decisions, especially of those resulting in reversals. If a decision effects a change in law that others are supposed to abide by, they must know about it. By contrast, if the decision merely corrects a mistake but does not result in a change in law, there is not a similar need for it to be published. A substantial fraction of appeals court decisions are unpublished; for example, in the federal courts, about 50% of first level appeals are unpublished, including over 20% of decisions to reverse, vacate or deny. See Stienstra (1985) and Davis and Songer (1988). Also, see note 57 below on the Social Security Administration.

\textsuperscript{56}This is chiefly by design of most systems of adjudication, which tend to restrict second level appeals to matters of law. See chs. iv and v of Herzog and Karlen (1982).
appeals at the initial level (as at the Social Security Administration\textsuperscript{57}).

Turning now to the notion of lawmaking as a species of error correction, the theory advanced in the present article suggests that the appeals process should be useful for lawmaking if litigants have the ability to recognize issues calling for new law to be made, and if appeals courts would not otherwise learn of these issues.

One might conjecture that litigants have less ability to ascertain which legal rules are in need of rectification or amplification than they have to determine errors of the conventional type, for lawmaking arguably calls for greater knowledge of law than does verifying deviations from reasonably well-articulated rules, and lawmaking also may also call for complex judgments to be made about social policy. One might also surmise that appeals courts have a better ability to determine when lawmaking is appropriate, without appeals being brought, than they do to determine the commission of errors.\textsuperscript{58} In many

\textsuperscript{57}The initial appeal within the Social Security Administration (SSA), called "reconsideration" (because it follows the same procedures as in the original determination of benefits) is said to be concerned solely with the application of known law to new facts, not with making or extrapolating policy. Decisions at reconsideration and the reasoning behind them are not promulgated, so that reconsideration cannot result in changes in the interpretation of SSA rules and procedures. It is apparently true as well that at the second level of SSA appeal, to administrative law judges, and at the third level, to the Appeals Council, the chief intended function of adjudicators remains error correction (the degree to which errors actually are corrected is another question). Lawmaking within the SSA occurs through a variety of mechanisms (internal policy statements, circulars, and manuals; public statements, such as about interpretive standards). See Mashaw (1974), especially at p.786, and Koch and Koplow (1990), at pp. 228 and 268.

\textsuperscript{58}This is emphasized in Dalton (1985), at pp. 70-71.
situations that come to mind, higher courts would (or could) learn where the law is not functioning desirably, from generally following trial court holdings, from legal commentary, from press accounts, and the like. By contrast, higher courts would be unlikely to learn about an error of the usual kind, such as mistaken application of a procedural rule, without being told by the particular disadvantaged litigant involved. At the same time, these speculations are hardly meant to deny that appeals courts sometimes can learn about opportunities for lawmaking only from disappointed litigants; litigants, after all, are the ones who actually experience the effects of legal rules.

What does the foregoing suggest about appeals and lawmaking? It indicates that without the appeals process, higher courts would be able to discharge their lawmaking function to a substantial degree, but would also omit or delay considering many issues calling for lawmaking. With the appeals process, however, litigants would be likely frequently to bring to higher courts issues that are inappropriate for lawmaking, wasting their own and judicial resources (in the terminology of the model, this

---

59Consider, for instance, Sindell v. Abbott Laboratories, 26 Cal. 3d 588, 607 P.2d 924 (1980), which established that in the absence of more-probable-than-not proof of causation, liability could be imposed in an amount proportional to the probability of causation. The problems with the customary more-probable-than-not criterion for proof of causation that Sindell addressed were arguably apparent to higher courts from a variety of sources; there was no need to rely on the appeals process to bring it to their attention.

60Indeed, where higher courts know when lawmaking is called for, it would not be necessary for them to link their consideration of issues of interest to the resolution of particular cases (especially if that would mean the disposition of cases would upset parties’ expectations). Higher courts could instead declare their findings about an issue independently of ongoing cases; their findings could apply in all future cases, nevertheless.
is because separation of disappointed litigants would be poor). A policy that remedies both these problems is to allow courts discretion over which issues that litigants want to be heard on appeal will actually be heard. Under this approach, society enjoys the advantage of the appeals process -- the higher court is apprised of issues that it would not otherwise have considered -- without suffering the disadvantage of having to waste resources on issues that are not appropriate for lawmaking.

In fact, there is no judicial screening of appeals at the first level of appeal, but there may be at the second level. Perhaps the reason for there not being screening at the first level is that the task would be quite difficult, at least by comparison to that at the second level, where a court engaged in screening will have the considerable benefit of review of the record from the initial appeal. At the second level of appeal, there generally is judicial screening in the common law countries, where appeals to supreme courts are not heard unless leave for this is granted. In the formerly socialist countries, the policy has been essentially to bar second level appeals, and to let supreme courts decide for themselves which

---

Second level courts also have greater expertise in lawmaking, being relatively specialized in that task, as will be noted below.

In the United States federal system, the Supreme Court has discretion over the cases it will hear; see, for example Stern (1989), at p. 136. And in the states the same is true, except in those states where there are no intermediate appeals courts; see Stern (1989), at p. 136. In England, it is the appeals courts (subject to unimportant exceptions) that grant leave for a case to be heard by the highest court, the House of Lords; see Herzog and Karlen (1982), at pp. 54-55, and Wilson and Christiansen (1992), at p. 147.

61
issues they want to consider. In the civil law countries, the policy is the opposite; appeals to the supreme courts may generally be brought as of right.

Permissibility and scope of appeal: legal control over types of case and of types of issue that may be appealed. It is interesting to consider from the perspective of the theory of error correction the various ways in which legal systems control the types of case and the types of issue that may be raised on appeal.

First, in some countries there is a threshold level of importance of a case, expressed in monetary terms, that must be exceeded before appeal usually is permitted. The presence of such thresholds is approximately consistent with our conclusion that it is not socially desirable for the appeals process to be employed unless a case exceeds a critical level of importance, defined by the social harm caused by error.

Second, the legal system of the United States draws a basic distinction concerning rules versus facts between issues that tend to be appealable and those that tend not to be. As a

---


See Herzog and Karlen (1982) at pp. 56-57. Nevertheless, to the degree that appeals are considered first for importance and, if they are not so found, are dealt with summarily, the situation in the civil law countries may blur into that where higher courts screen requests for appeals proceedings and then exercise their discretionary powers whether to hear the appeals.

See generally Herzog and Karlen (1982) at pp. 10 and 26-27 for a description of monetary limits and appeal. Use of monetary limits is most frequent in the civil law countries (including France, Germany, and Italy), is found also in England and Australia, is unusual in the United States (although, in effect, a partial monetary limitation exists here because judgments of small claims courts are not appealable), and has been nonexistent in the formerly socialist countries.
general matter, an appeal can be made where there is a claim of violation of a rule of some type -- concerning the process of factfinding or the determination of the legally relevant rule or its interpretation -- or where there is a claim of error in the application of a rule in combination with the found facts. But an appeal ordinarily cannot be made where there is a claim that the found facts are incorrect, unless these facts were unreasonable, or clearly erroneous to hold, in light of the evidence.66

When an error concerns rules or their application to found facts, it is possible in the ideal both for a litigant to recognize the error and for an appeals court to verify its occurrence -- each can be imagined to do this by consulting a rulebook. (In practice, of course, this may be difficult, especially in relation to the interpretation of legal rules.)

By contrast to a claim that a rule was violated or misapplied, a claim that the found facts are themselves incorrect would often be difficult for an appeals court to corroborate, even though a litigant might know that the found facts were in error. Suppose, for instance, that a witness states that the defendant committed a negligent act and that this is accepted by the trial court, whereas the defendant knows that the witness' testimony is false. How could an appeals court confirm a claim

---

66The standard is said to involve unreasonableness for jury trials and clearly erroneous findings for trials with judges sitting without juries. On the meaning of these standards, and, more generally, on rules versus factual matters and the scope of appeal, see, for example James, Hazard, and Leubsdorf (1992), at pp. 668-674.
by the defendant that the testimony is false? There is no ready way for an appeals court to do so, no rulebook that it can consult to see whether a witness lied. For an appeals court to assess the validity of the witness' testimony, the appeals court would often have to engage in costly reexamination of the trial court record and perhaps hear live testimony; moreover, such an undertaking might not be thought to yield a substantially more accurate evaluation of the witness' veracity (an appeals court may not have a comparative advantage in the fact finding process). In consequence, the exclusion of claims of errors of fact from the scope of appeal may make rough sense from the point of view of our theory.67

Nevertheless, we should admit that despite the drawbacks to appeals court consideration of errors in found facts, it is still possible that this often would be desirable on net. And, indeed, we see that in the civil law and the formerly socialist countries, there has apparently been much greater willingness than here of appeals courts to ascertain whether factual errors were made (including by the appeals courts taking evidence

67We should note that it is not inconsistent with the point of this paragraph that an appeal can be made on the ground that the found facts were unreasonable in light of the evidence. Unreasonableness is, by definition, something that can be determined by a higher court. Similarly, it is not inconsistent with the point of the paragraph that an appeal can sometimes be made on the ground that new evidence should be heard. Evaluation by an appeals court of this type of error does not require the appeals court to assess fully the evidence; it only requires the appeals court to determine whether statistical rules about the amount of evidence necessary to assure a desired degree of confidence in a conclusion have been violated.
Apart from our legal system's use of the distinction about rules and facts, there are several other important ways in which it separates appealable issues from those that are not. One is that a claimed error should make a difference to the judicial outcome; an essentially harmless error of the trial court is not appealable.\(^8\) This makes obvious sense from the vantagepoint of our theory, for an error that does not make a difference to the outcome involves essentially no social harm.\(^7\) Another restriction is that an issue should ordinarily have been raised at trial for it to be appealed (unless this was impossible, because the issue pertained to the decision).\(^7\) The economic virtue of this policy is evidently that it induces parties to bring problematic issues to the attention of the trial court, which is the stage at which they can be most cheaply corrected. An additional restriction is that a litigant cannot have invited a trial court error and then appeal it.\(^7\) This policy is apparently motivated by fear of the adverse incentives that would otherwise be engendered: parties would expend effort on litigation effort for the purpose of confusing trial courts in

\[^{68}\text{See Herzog and Karlen (1982), at pp. 26-33. It should also be mentioned that factual errors may be considered during the appeal process in administrative agencies in the United States.}\]

\[^{69}\text{See, for example, James, Hazard, and Leubsdorf (1992), at p. 668.}\]

\[^{70}\text{Except for reducing faith in the legal system.}\]

\[^{71}\text{See James, Hazard, and Leubsdorf (1992), at pp. 666-667.}\]

\[^{72}\text{See James, Hazard, and Leubsdorf (1992), at pp. 668.}\]
the hope that they would err, and trial courts would waste some of their time avoiding mistakes on issues that they need not entertain.

Furthermore, appeals generally cannot be made as of right until final judgment has been rendered. The principal merit of disallowing appeal during the course of trial, so-called interlocutory appeal, is preventing wasteful use of the appeals process. If the party who suffers from the claimed mistake turns out to prevail in the final judgment, the error will have been harmless and would not have resulted in appeal; thus, making parties wait for the final judgment before allowing them to bring appeals conserves on the need to use the appeals process. Another benefit of disallowing interlocutory appeal is that it obviates the inefficiencies of piecemeal consideration of multiple claims of error; if appeals can be made only after the final judgment, all claims of error are heard together. The primary advantage of allowing interlocutory appeals appears to be that it may allow avoidance of the expense of fruitlessly completing the trial process or of pursuing the wrong path at trial. To achieve such savings, however, would usually necessitate halting the trial process until the result of the interlocutory appeal is announced. This is likely to entail significant expenses in itself, attenuating the advantage of allowing appeal during trial. In all, then, there seems to be

---

economic rationality in the policy of restricting interlocutory appeal by giving courts discretion over it.\textsuperscript{74}

Fees and subsidies for appeal, private costs, and separation of disappointed litigants. In the analysis of the model, it was sometimes socially advantageous for fees for appeal to be imposed by the state, so as to discourage appeals by those who did not believe errors were likely to have been made, and it was also possible for subsidies to be socially desirable, to encourage appeals by those who believed errors were likely to have been made.

In fact the use of fees does not seem to be motivated by a desire to separate disappointed litigants into those who believed errors were made and those who did not, although this goal is occasionally expressed. Where fees for appeal are employed, their magnitude tends to be low and is probably not a significant factor for most persons contemplating appeal.\textsuperscript{75} One surmises, therefore, that more frequent and substantial imposition of fees

\textsuperscript{74}Comporting with the view of this paragraph are the circumstances under which interlocutory appeals are allowed. For example, interlocutory appeals may be permitted when a new trial is ordered; here, the cost of completion of the trial process is great -- it is an entire trial proceeding -- so the advantage of interlocutory appeal is significant. For a description of interlocutory appeal in the United States, see James, Hazard, and Leubsdorf (1992), at pp. 674-678. Most discussions of the advantages and disadvantages of interlocutory appeal parallel those of this paragraph; see, for instance, Herzog and Karlen (1982), at pp. 27-28, and Posner (1992), at pp. 585-587.

\textsuperscript{75}In the United States the appellant generally pays a modest filing fee and may bear other small miscellaneous expenses. In the federal courts, the fee for docketing a case is $100; see 28 U.S.C.A. §1913. Illustrative fees for filing in the states are these: $250 in Florida, see West's Florida Statutes Annotated, 35.22; $100 in Louisiana, see West's Louisiana Statutes Annotated, Louisiana Revised Statutes, 13:352; $200 in Michigan, see Michigan Compiled Laws Annotated, 600.321; and $75 in New Jersey, see New Jersey Statutes Annotated, 22A:2-27. Also, Herzog and Karlen (1982) contains virtually no mention of fees, suggesting that they are unimportant in other countries' legal systems.
would be appropriate in order to accomplish better separation of disappointed litigants. Higher fees might be desirable, for example, where the rate of appeal is over 50%, or where the private cost of appeal is small and there is evidence of lack of separation of disappointed litigants.\textsuperscript{76} The need to discourage excessive appeals is, however, sometimes noted by commentators,\textsuperscript{77} and is also of a piece with the use in certain jurisdictions of penalties for abuse of the appeals process.\textsuperscript{78}

Subsidies for appeal, at least for indigent litigants, are more significant than state-imposed fees. Most countries provide legal assistance to poor litigants who wish to bring appeals, on the basis of constitutional or statutory guarantees of equal access to justice.\textsuperscript{79} In the United States, such legal assistance

\textsuperscript{76}A notable illustration is the appeal of federal criminal convictions, the rate of which appears to be in the neighborhood of 100%. For example, 6,991 defendants were convicted in 1990 in Federal District Court, excluding guilty pleas, and 9,493 criminal appeals were filed in the Court of Appeals (the excess of appeals over cases terminated one presumes is due primarily to appeals of guilty pleas); see Federal Offenders in the United States Courts 1986 through 1990, at p. 8, and Federal Judicial Workload Statistics 1990, at p. 205. The rate of reversal of criminal appeals was only 8.4% in 1990; see Federal Judicial Workload Statistics 1990, at p. 23. This suggests that some fee be imposed to winnow out inappropriate appeals, a policy that may be feasible even for nearly indigent prisoners. For example, some district court judges have imposed small fees for initially bringing certain cases, the fees to be paid out of prisoners’ commissary allowances; personal communication from Judge Richard A. Posner. Such fees could also be imposed for bringing appeals.

\textsuperscript{77}Many writings in recent years view the increased caseload of appeals courts as problematic. See, for example, Carrington, Meador, and Rosenberg (1976), at pp. 4–7 and 225, Leflar (1976), at pp. 7–10, and Posner (1985), chs. 3–5.

\textsuperscript{78}Federal Rule of Appellate Procedure 38 provides that an appellate court may impose sanctions for appeals deemed frivolous; see Martineau and Davidson (1985), at p. 2. Also, in certain civil law countries, parties are threatened with money penalties for abuse of the appeals process at the second level of appeal; see Herzog and Karlen (1982) at p. 57.

for criminal appeals is also guaranteed; for civil appeals, legal assistance is often provided to the poor though that is not ensured. It is not apparent that those who urge subsidies for appeal are much concerned about going too far and encouraging inappropriate appeals.

Levels of appeal. In formal legal systems, the number of levels of appeal is usually two. An explanation for the rationality of the limitation to two appeals is the unlikelihood that, after appeals courts have twice focused attention on a particular issue in dispute, that another appeals courts would correct an error not yet seen. Indeed, one might surmise that

---

80 Under Douglas v. California 372 U.S. 353 (1963), states are required to provide counsel for indigent criminal appeals; see generally Wasserman (1990) on appeal by indigent criminal defendants.

81 Although I am aware of no general right to financial assistance for the bringing of civil appeals, the existence of legal aid organizations (which are sometimes publicly funded), legal services provided pro bono, and contingency fee arrangements work to ameliorate the financial burden for many poor litigants.

82 In the United States Federal System, there are two levels of appeal and in all but 11 states, the District of Columbia and Puerto Rico, the same is true; in the other states there is only a single level of appeal to the state supreme court. See Ostrom, et al, (1994), at pp. 166-167. In England, there are two levels of appeal, to the appeals courts and then to the House of Lords. (It is possible, however, for some issues to be appealed from the House of Lords to the European Court of Justice, but this is exceptional.) See Wilson and Christiansen (1992). In the civil law countries, there are two levels of appeal, the appeals courts and the supreme courts (courts of cassation). In the socialist countries, as was noted, although there are supreme courts standing above the appeals courts, private litigants cannot bring cases to the supreme courts.

The number of levels of appeal may be different from two outside of formal legal systems. Notably, in administrative agencies, there may be more than two levels of appeal; moreover, appeals to the formal courts may often be made after appeals within the administrative agency are exhausted, so that the effective number of levels of appeal may be large. In the Social Security Administration, for example, there are three internal levels of appeal, and then appeal may be made to federal district court and beyond this to the Supreme Court, adding to five possible levels of appeal; see note 87 above and the references cited therein. In religious organizations, the number of levels of appeal may also exceed two. For example, in the Catholic Church, it may happen that there are more than two levels of appeal; see Coriden, Green, and Heintschel (1985) at p. 959.
after one appeals court has addressed an issue in dispute, the likelihood that a second appeals court would then detect an error is sufficiently small that, in view of the cost of an appeals proceeding, a second level appeal is not desirable (recall Section 2C). This intuition, however, does not reflect the social importance of lawmaking; if a decision will have an influence on the law and thus on future behavior, even a small likelihood of correction of error at the first level of appeal may justify a second level of appeal. Moreover, a second level of appeal may also make social sense because the lawmaking function may call for special judicial skills, and thus for an appeals court distinguished in its capability and its function.83

Quality of judiciary. The quality of the judiciary at the trial court level is often acknowledged to be lower than that at the appeals level. This fact is in approximate agreement with the analysis here, which, recall, did not take the quality of the trial courts and of the appeals courts as given but rather attempted to explain them. In this regard, our conclusion was that because the existence of the appeals courts provides a form of insurance against error, trial court accuracy is, optimally, lower than it would otherwise be. Further, as just mentioned in the last paragraph, the lawmaking function may call for superior judicial skills, supplying a reason for the appeals courts

83Another reason frequently given for there being a second level of appeal is to resolve conflicts that arise among appeals courts at the first level. As will be noted below in Section 6, however, this goal of harmonization of the law is problematic, and it does not seem clear to me that it should be employed to justify the second level of appeals.
judiciary to be of higher quality than the trial court judiciary.

Lack of appeal in arbitration. An important, if not the important, exception to the use of the appeals process in adjudication concerns binding arbitration agreements. Because such agreements stipulate that the arbitrator’s decision is final, they constitute decisions of parties not to use an appeals process. After all, the parties could have elected nonbinding arbitration -- in effect using the trial courts as an appeals process -- or they could have provided for appeal to another arbitrator (something which is not unknown\textsuperscript{84}).

How can one explain the use of binding arbitration in light of the theory of error correction and appeal? Several answers suggest themselves. First, because parties select their arbitrators,\textsuperscript{85} they are able to reduce the chance of error and, accordingly, their need for the appeals process.\textsuperscript{86} The parties can reduce the chance of error by choosing an arbitrator who is knowledgeable about the issue in dispute and who is known for the

\textsuperscript{84}Trade associations frequently establish an appeals process as part of their system of dispute resolution. See, for example, the trade associations mentioned in note 2, and see also Mentschikoff (1961) at p. 857.

\textsuperscript{85}A slight point of qualification is that parties may not select their particular arbitrators even though they select an arbitration organization or procedure. Under American Arbitration Association rules, for example, parties are presented with a list of arbitrators and cross off those that they do not favor. See Goldberg (1983), at p. 36.

\textsuperscript{86}This point needs amplification because, as indicated in the analysis (see text at note 13 above and Section 3), other things being equal, the condition for optimality of the appeals process (equation (7)) is independent of the likelihood of error at trial; it depends only on the ability of the appeals court to correct error and the cost of so doing. However, it is plausible that arbitrators who are relatively accurate in the initial proceeding are also ones for whom errors committed would be hard to detect; this would make the appeals process less attractive.
soundness of his past decisions. By contrast, parties who come before the courts do not select their judges. Second, and also because parties select their arbitrators, arbitrators have an economic interest in not making errors and in maintaining their reputation. Judges do not have a similar interest. Third, parties and their arbitrators generally are not concerned with lawmaking (notably, because they cannot capture its value), so we have another reason for parties not to establish an appeals process in many arbitral settings.\textsuperscript{88}

Theory of error correction as a guide for policy regarding appeal. To this point, we have been concerned chiefly with the descriptive interpretation of the analysis of appeals and error correction, but it should be emphasized that the analysis is also of potential utility as a guide for policy. The desirability of evaluating appeal in systems of adjudication in a way that self-consciously reflects the value and the cost of appeal in reducing error would seem amply warranted by society’s investment in the appeals process (see note 3). This would require serious statistical study of the degree to which the process corrects error. As has been indicated occasionally above, a conjecture is that such study, combined with the other factors, would

\textsuperscript{87}This point is emphasized by Landes and Posner (1979), at pp. 248, 249, and 252, in brief but incisive remarks on the absence of appeal in arbitration.

\textsuperscript{88}Consistent with this observation is that where arbitration does include an appeals mechanism, in the trade association context, arbitrators apparently are sometimes concerned with lawmaking. See Mentschikoff (1961) at p. 857. Additionally, Bruce (1988) at p. 10 suggests in his analysis of labor market arbitration that the appeals process may not be necessary to achieve consistency of decisions and lawmaking.
frequently point toward the desirability of expanded use of fees
to cull appropriate cases for appeal, or to the desirability of
fee shifting or penalties for losing on appeal, together with
reduction of subsidies for appeal. (Of course, it is also
possible that greater use of subsidies would be merited in some
domains.) Gross changes in adjudicative systems may be worth
contemplating in certain venues.89

6. Concluding Comments: Functions of the Appeals Process Apart
From Error Correction

Having focused on error correction as a purpose of the
appeals process, let me close with observations on its other
possible functions. I have already discussed lawmaking as a
purpose of appeal, noting its importance in fact but inquiring
about the intrinsic need for the appeals process (rather than
independent action of higher courts) to serve the lawmaking goal.

A closely related function that the appeals process is often
said to satisfy is harmonization of the law, namely, resolution
of conflicts in the interpretation of the law among trial
courts.90 Yet it is not clear why harmonization per se should be

89For instance, one is naturally skeptical that the Social Security
Administration's three internal levels of appeal and two levels of appeal in the
federal courts (see note 82 above) are justifiable on the basis of error
correction. One wonders as well about the basic ability of individuals to detect
error at the first level of SSA appeal (reconsideration), because they are
typically not represented by lawyers at that stage; see Koch and Koplow (1990)
at p. 222. Given the vast caseload of the SSA, the value of even modest
improvements in its system of decisionmaking would be high.

90Commentators typically mention harmonization as an important function of
the appeals process, and tend not to differentiate it clearly from lawmaking.
See, for example, Leflar (1976) at pp. 4 and 5 and Herzog and Karlen (1982) at
p. 5. However, lawmaking can occur without harmonization: an appeals court can
interpret the law, but provide for it to apply differently in different trial
court jurisdictions. Conversely, lawmaking can obviously occur even where there
taken as a goal. On one hand, it may be socially desirable for the law to vary among trial court jurisdictions because of differences in their circumstances. On the other hand, it may be desirable for the law to be the same in different jurisdictions, not because of a preference for harmonization in itself, but rather because of underlying, consequentialist advantages. Suppose that if product safety requirements are identical across jurisdictions, costs of manufacture will be reduced because economies of mass production can be enjoyed. Then uniform safety requirements may well be the result if the law is correctly formulated, so as to maximize a consequentialist formulation of social welfare; there is no need to invoke the specific goal of harmonization to reach this result. More generally, where harmonization serves instrumental ends, harmonization will naturally come about through correct legal decisionmaking that reflects these ends. In this sense, the goal of error correction implicitly includes the goal of harmonization when -- but only when -- it is appropriate. Yet even if harmonization were taken to be an independent goal, it would not seem to create a need for the appeals process. Conflicts among the courts are by their nature self-evident, do not need to be called to the attention of a higher court by litigants. A higher court could therefore resolve lower court conflicts on its own initiative.

Another purpose of the appeals process apart from error correction is error prevention: inducing trial court judges to

are no conflicts among trial courts.
make fewer errors because of their fear of reversal.91 This, as the reader may recall, was considered in the extensions to the model. There error prevention came about because judges devoted greater effort to their decisions, but, more generally, it may also occur because judges are less likely to follow their predilections or to exercise favoritism. One should also remember that the appeals process fosters error prevention only if it channels errors to the higher courts; otherwise random selection of cases by a higher court would do as well to discipline trial court mistake. Additionally, it should be observed that, to a degree that is probably substantial, error prevention comes about without formal appeal, namely, during trial, when litigants raise objections to what they see as mistakes; this is a system of appeal in the small.

An additional purpose of the appeals system is said to be to lend legitimacy to the legal process.92 The notion is that when a disappointed litigant knows he can ask a different and ostensibly neutral court to reconsider his case, the litigant will have more reason to believe that his case has received adequate consideration; that may well instill respect for, and engender accession to, the judgments of the adjudicative system. It seems plain, however, that any need for legitimating the legal process must be rooted in the possibility that the process might

91See, for example, Pound (1941), at p. 3, and Dalton (1985) at pp. 86-93.
result in error; otherwise, by definition, the legal process would be regarded as legitimate. Hence, the goal of legitimating the legal system should not be taken as a ground for the appeals process distinct from error correction. Moreover, it should be borne in mind that the choice parties frequently make for binding arbitration indicates that they can feel quite comfortable with a process entailing but a single stage of adjudication.

A final conceivable purpose of the appeals system is to enhance the power of the central state authority. If the central authority controls the appeals system, it will have substantial control over the legal system and be in a position to dispense favors to litigants.93 (To be sure, this is not necessarily a social justification for appeals courts, but it is a purpose that they can fulfill.)

Whatever is a reader's opinion about the relative importance of these various purposes of the appeals process, all readers should, by definition, care about error correction, and my hope is that the analysis here will have illuminated the ways in which the appeals process may, or can be designed to, foster that goal.

---

93This and related roles of appeal are emphasized by Shapiro (1980), especially at pp. 634-638; see also Herzog and Karlen (1982), at p. 5.
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